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ONTRE ME$W4IM OURNAL.
YoL. XXXVAN.U

THE SCIENTIFIC SPIliIT IN MEDICINE,

A. B. MAcALLUM, Ph.D., Sc.D., LL.D., F.R.S.,
Professor of Physiology, University of Toronto.

In accepting the invitation which you have extended to me to deliver
the inaugural address ,I have beenv influenced by three consideratiohs.

First of all, thé complùnent which such an invitation implies calls
for the courtesy of acceptance. When one institution representing.
dignity and tradition of the best kind asks a member of another to
occùpy the rostrum for the, inaugural occasion it is but fitting that he
invited should respond in the spirit of the invitation.

Then there is. the special nature of tlie occasion. Between all uni-
versities there should be a comity, a fellowship whose amenities should.
help to lighten the toil and wcariness of tie intellectual highroad.,
Between Toronto and McGill there has not becn hitherto that free-
masonry of spirit that I shoulai like to sec prevail. There lias been
aloofness wlere there should be comradeship. This does not mean
that they should not be rivals. In all things of the mind there ought
to be a noble rivalry a struggle of emulation to excel, that no con-
radeship ought over to 'xtinguish or even make appear unnatural. A
competition that aims at intellectual excellence should alwavs exist
betwcen the two universities ànd it would be a sorry day for the
higher life in this young nation if either went on its way careless of
the ideals and intellectual ambitions of 'the other. The comradeship
should make also for generous appraisement of eaci other's efforts.
There m-ay, perhaps, be grounds ·for criticisn of ieach other's achieve-
ments and methods, but there is at:the same time no greater influence
for making that criticism effective than a generous appreciation of the
good things each has done. Y To this'end the representative men from
the two universities should mingle freely with one another.

Address delivered at. the opening of the 76th Session of the Medical Faculty
of McGill University.

. 1



2 MACALLUM-THE SCIENTIFIC SPIRIT IN MEDICINE.

In the third place, there is the desire to express how deeply the mem-
bers of the University of Toronto felt for the University of MeGill.in
her misfortunes of April last. We have been afflicted enough in this
way in the past to appreciate what such losses mean. To have' the
results of the labours of two generations destroyed in the few hours
of a night is a trial for even the most stoic fortitude, and you had
without measure the sympathy. of my colleagues at Toronto. This is
as it should be, for, as between man and man, so between the two uni-
versities in their trials:

There are two things that'stand like stone:
Kindness in another's trouble, Courage in one's own.

To not a few for a time the double disaster brought an. iety. If it
had seriously affected the position of McGill.the resuIt would have been
felt in Toronto, not for this year only, but for generations. No uni-
versity lives to itself alone, and if it is worthy. of the name it ought
to be a stimulus to everv other. How difficult it is to effect progress
of the most enliglitened kind when one has only to consider one's own
colleagues. and their reluctance to advance is only too patent to those
who know the internal history of every university. The forces that
make for things as they are would be invincible were it not that the
call froin within to march forward is reinforced by the challenge from
without. In this way the progressive section in one universi ýy aids
the progressive section in another, but the result is fully felt only if
misfortune lias not checked the course of either.

Happily, the disaster which has befallen McGill, though of a mag
nitude sufiicient to discourage profoundly, has not daunted:her· or her
Medical Faculty. In this you find an illustration of the old saying,-
that it is not buildings that constitute a university, but men. The
Medical Faculty of McGill University is the eldest institution, teaching
medicine in this country, and because of its history of unselfish endea-
vour and sacrifice it has developed a spirit of tradition and association
that will impel its members of to-day to hand down to their successors
of the next generation the institution not only unimpaired, but also
with its traditions enriched and with ideals that will stimulate the
noblest endeavours. The outlook, therefore, for MeGill is one in which
the trials of the present are to be merely incidents, not dire strokes
of Fate. I entertain the most tarnest wishes for the prosperity of
McGill, but a prospeiity in which the most progressive ideas will be
most potent factors. .For ideas are to march in Canada in the next
twenty years, and even to-day McGill and Toronto cannot afford to
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stand still, since standing still involves a helpless and- hopeless fall in

the rear. In words similar to 'those of 'the Red .Quen 'to Alice: "In
thiis country you have to run as fast as you can in order to remain where

you are."
It is in accord with progress. that this university should determine

te 'exact henceforth five years in the course of, study leading to the
degree in medicine,- and 1 congratulate the' Medical Faculty on the stop
taken. That four years are not sufficient to permit the student to'
ineet all the demands of a modern curriculum is the conclusion of those
who. have given careful attention to the matter.' A quarter of a century
ago four years were considered to suffice amply for this purpose, but-
since then the medical sciences have made extraordinary advances into
hitherto unexplored fields and, in consequence, the amount of knowledge
which the student is expected to have when he graduates is far in excesa
of what was required of the student of twenty years ago. To lengthen
the period of study to five years was, in my opinion,.a wise 'act, and
I bèlieve that, though the Medical Faculty of McGill Tniversity may
be 'called upon to make considérable sacrifices because of this change, it
will bring not a loss, but a great gain in the end.

The result will, from the outset, be to the advantage of the student.
The exaction of five years in medical study will enable him to acquire
a fuller, ampler knowledge not only of medicine and surgery but' as well
ôf the sciences on. which they are founded, and he will thus he better,'
fitted to cope with the problems he will meet in his professional career
than a training of four 'years only 'would enable him to do.'

There is, however, one' qualification which no. length of training merely
as such will give him, and he 'can only attain it by deliberately setting
himself to acquire it. Fie 'may become an encyclopSdia of medical and
surgical lore, and he may be successful as 'things go in the exercise of
his c.alling without that 'qualification, but if he is to achieve the highest
success of which he is capable that qualification is absolutely indispens-
able to him. That qualification is the Scientific Spirit.

Because of its importance and because also its value to 'thestudent in
training is not sufficiently understood, T have chosen that qualification
as the central topic of my address to you to-day.

There are few things in which there is such a tendency to be inac-
curate as in the use of words. The termn Science is one of those loosely
or wrongly employed. Scientia, the Latin word froma which it origin-
ates, means knowledge in the ordinary and simple sense. To-day, in
popular language, science is an oracular personality. Science tells us
this, Science has done that, we hear again and again. This îs all quite
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wrong, for it tends to make a cult of a word and the word itself then

becomes a fetish. Science is simply organized knowledge, nothing more
or less, knowledge not of isolated facts, but of facts put into such

relation to one another that all of thein and the phenomena involved are

expained. In order to relate tlie facts in a particular subject it is

necessary to discover some principle whicli will run througi all of them
and unite them. The fall of an apple -from the troc, the movement
of a pendulum, the shooting meteor, the tides of the ocean, the .course
of the earth round the sun, the swing of the sun around some gigantic,
far-distant mass, are isolated facts which may at once be related .n the
application of the principle of gravitation, which is, according toHelm-
holtz, the greatest logical advancement of the human mind. Here we
have the organized knowledge of gravitation and we see how important
a part the principle plays in organizing or relating the knowledge.
Similarly, on other subjects we find the facts put into relation to one
another by one or more guiding principles ascertained through the use
of the reasoning powers of the mind. Consequently, the principles,
or generalizations, which enable us to organize knowledge, are all impor-
tant in Science. The facts must be certain, but without the principles
that relate thei they are facts simply and a knowledge of them does
not constitute Science.. Science tlhen is the knowledge of facts organ-
ized through the application of principles or generalizations that relate
them all.

You vill recognize that when we use Science, in this sense it has- lost
for some the power to bemuse, to enchant,'to hypnotize, but this is not
a disadvantage, for the more sharply do we define our ideas and our
conceptions the more serviceable to us do they become.

Having now crystallized what we mean by Science, we may next
discuss what is comprehended by the terni Scientifie Spirit. The man
on the street would, perhaps, at once think that it is the mental make-up
that concerns itself with matters, or facts, some of which may eventually
be of practical application but ordinarily arc of no interest to the aver-
age indiyidual. In other words, it.is a peculiar type of mind ihât is
suposed to be involved. That it is not only tle man of the street
who thus regards the Scientifie Spirit niay be made quite évident when
one examines the.point of view of- the lawyer, the clergyman, the mer-
chant, the manufactiurer, the man of leisure, and,. astounding to noté,
the majority of the médical -profession. To them all, the ·Scientific
Spirit .is a thing apart.

Now, it may b admitted that there are apparently many facts in
our organized body of knowledge called Science which cannot be utilized
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in, industry or commerce, and mankind could get along without knowing
or conéerning itself with' them. Take a case in illustration and oo
that thrusts itself on the 'attentión of-mn month' after month, and year
after year, fron birth to death. The seasons answer this point;* for,
while -they, mean s' 'much "in ' the joy of life and the appreciatioi of
this beaùtiful world,- they occur with an almost monotonous regularity.
Their phenomena,' furthër, are everywhere manifest, and one w6uld
think it, difficut or impossible for any individual capable of reasoning
to ïescapé the desire to know how they are caused, yet it is doubtful if
more than one out of every ten of those' who are supposed to bc ;du-
cated can adequately explain their causation, and it is doubtful if more
than one out of every hundred average individuals comprehend how
they occur. Some of those who are questioned on the subject may,
probably, answer that in winter the sun goes south and in summer re-
turns north, and that explanation contents them; while others not only
cannot explain, but even manifest no concern at their inability to do
so, and. have no desire to know. They have passed through childhood,
youth and adolescence to full maturity, yet they have never found it
was from the practical -point of view of value to know, and they have
never felt the inward impulse to know. The causation of the seasons
to such is a scientific 'fact alone, and as it is of no direct service to them
or to commerce or 'industry so far as they are aware, they are indifferent
regarding it.

Quite in contrast with this apathy or indifference is the attitude of
the individual endowed with the Scientific Spirit. He has within him
the compelling desire to know the causes of things, a desire that is nof
one' whit satisfied with a half explanation or one that superficially ap-
pears correct. To this end facts are necessary, but the desire to collect
facts, simply in itself alone, is no evidence of the presence of the Scientific
Spirit, any more than is the desire to collect postage stamps, curios,
and beetles, or to make a record of four hundred appendicectomies or
ovariotomies. With the Scientific Spirit causation is everything and
facts are of importance only when they help to ascertain causation.

The scientific mind wants to know why ,and how things happen, the
average mind does not, except when there is a pecuniary, industrial or
commercial advantage involved in knowing. Convince -the average man
that there is a material advantage to be gained from knowing the how
and why of some phenomenon and he will be eager to obtain all possible
information about it. If, for example, it could be shown that sun
spots dominated the American wheat crop, every speculator in wheat
would have his telescope and bit of smoked glass and he miight be so
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keenly interested that he would eventually know more about the solar
atmosphere than about the air he breathes. But L even ' when he is
stimulated to know by the hope of some practical advantage to be gainxed,
he is not content to proceed as the man endowed with the Scientifie
Spirit does, but takes short cuts to conclusions and ho too often satisfies
himself with snap judgments.

We see then that it is the attitude of mind that constitutes the
Scientifie Spirit, an attitude of mind that desires not only information,
but definite and accurate information. The Scientific Spirit approaches
every problem in the questioning mood and, unless where human happi-
ness or suffering is involved, is not greatly concerned as to whether the
solution is or is not of practical utility. When it has marshalled the
facts of a question it may propose an explanation as a theory which
will comprehend the why and how of them al], and which will serve until
more facts are obtained, and then if the theory does not stand the test
of a rigorous examination it will be discarded for another that will.

To that extent the Scientific Spirit is of the thcorist order. To a
certain type of mind, a type all too common, it is a stigma to be labelled
th'eorist. Theory to such is something to be shunned and, being prac-
tical, is the summum of wisdom. There is no doubt that to indulge
in speculations and accept explanations that have no regard for ascer-
tained facts, or that are based on no facts at all, is an offence to reason
and every effort should be directed to putting a curb on a loose imagin-
ation. The extravagant theorist, however, at once declares himself
when lie divulges his views and so he provides for his own effacement.
The practical man, on the other hand, is quite as much an obstacle to
real progress as is the extravagant theorist, for he accepts, consciously
or unconsciously, the popular explanations or theories, and these are'in
the majority of cases either inadequate or absolutely wrong. I recall
in this connexion several cases in whicl physicians and surgeons of the
self-styled practical order were required to account to the relatives of
patients for unfortunate results that occurred under their care, and
the explanations given were astonishingly crude. What physician,
" practical" or otherwise, can escape the necessity of giving day after
day explanations, largely of the nature of theory, to his patients? If he
were to refuse, or to say that ho does notknow, he would soon ose their
confidence and, consequently, if he is not in, the position to give a
rational explanation lie is forced to accept the popular one or to formulate
one of his own ad hoc, and both may be equally superficial and crude.
All this justifies the · remark which the eminent chemist, Professor
Ostwald, once made to me: " The practical man is the worst of al
theorists, for he bas a bad theory."
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The faut that théory is so much in disrepute is in part the result
from the past, when facts were fewer and knowledge. scantier than now,
and, in consequence, the inquiring mind, rather than accept negation
or be indifferent, had to resort to explanations, some of them fantastie
elaborations, others shrewd guesses, of the phenomena within its ken.
That these were intended only as makeshifts was only to have been ex-

'pected and it is but natural that many of them should now be dis-
carded. Those who are critics of the scientific method point exultingly
to the list of these exploded theories and they are sometimes quite
vociferous in denouncing what they are pleased to call Pseudo-Science.
I recall with amusement once hearing a celebrated teacher of Greek
dwell lovingly on the myths of Plato and iinmediately thereafter vigor-
ously condemn the foolish theories of the men of science.

What the world would have been to-day without those theories one
can but dimly fancy, but possibly we would still be in the Dark Ages.
In reality, every theory that aroused opposition or dissent was a factor
in stimulating mankind to think, and to think as clearly as it was at
the time capable of doing. It bas often happened that the individual
with a passion to theorize bas broken a popular idol and the intellectual
life of mankind bas gained thereby. Galileo theorized and the belief
that the earth is the centre of the universe is extinct. Galvani, Volta
and Faraday advanced their theories, and, as a result, we have the sci-
ences of electricity and magnetism, through the aid of which we may
some -day arrive at a determination of the ultimate constitution of
matter. Darwin's views as to the origin of species are not now accepted
in toto by biologists, but is his fundamental position challeged to-day
even by the man of the street? Can it be questioned that Darwin's
theory, although rejected in part, has altered the intellectual outlook
of mankind ?

On the other hand, we have always with us the individual who is ever
ready to extol men of science when they discover something that may*
be utilized by the inventor, the manufacturer or the enginee' but who
gives no heed to the long and often painful processes by which the
result has been reached. Indeed, the result is too often thought due
to a happy stroke of luck. It is this absence of correct information
and clear conception as to what Science is, and how it is established,
that is responsible in very large part for the loose thought and gulli-
bility that are so prevalent. What to the public as a whole constitute
the marvellous resuits of Science makes a large number of people ready
to believe anything fantastical or extraordinary, and, in consequence,
there is abroad a superstition of an exceedingly difficult character to
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combat. I amn not referring to such crude· matters as spiritualisn,
astrology, palmistry and clairvoyance, but to the cult of mysticism, that
modern hotbed of superstition, and to the obsession that leads iany
to revel in nebulous conceptions, or to intoxicate themselves withl the

maunderings and moonings of Christián Science, ,theosophy and occult-

ism and all the semi-paranoiac creeds that are -ever having each its

hour.
It is not only the average individual that is affected in· this way, but

also some of those who consider themselves educated and enlightemd

To me it is a matter of wonder why the number. of those who are so

affected is not greater. Clear-cut ideas and the ability to think clearly
are not general characteristies even amongst the educated, and that is

why education as a qualification in the exercise of the franchise- h'a
not proved successful as a corrective of the evils of denocracy. The
want of clear-cut ideas and the inability to think clearly would, perhaps,
not matter so much if intellectual honesty were general, but even that
is very largely wanting. Mr. Morley, the present Secretary of State
for India, declared three years ago at a gathering of convocation of the
University of Toronto, that, "he in all his life had been acquainted with
only four men of whom he could say.-that their love of truth was unas-
sailable and impregnable."

The great majority of mankind, even of its civilized portion,. ill,
always accept what is easy to believe, or what' are the current views,
not whatever is exact or true. The very aiin of the Scientific Spirit
serves to isolate it from the opinion and sympathy of the day. Any
movement that will apparently result in unsettling the general con-
victions and beliefs of mankind on that account is sure to rouse hos-,
tility. When the IRoyal Society was founded nearly two and a balf
centuries ago to -investigate experimentally natural phenomena, it was

regarded. by some as an institution designed to wreck the Christian
Faith. It was considered to be a sin to investigate Nature. She was
supposed- to be a personality which was not to be profaned by inquiry.
If the curious and inquisitive mind wislhed to know about her they
could go to Aristotie or Galen, who werc supposed to impart all about
her that ought to be known. Authority was paramount and man ought
to be content with its judgments. Even tradition was regarded as
sacred, and, to-day, with a large portion of civilized mankind, it counts
for more than established facts and carefully tested deductions.

The Scientifie Spirit, therefore, cannot have that place and influence
in moulding opinion that belongs to it. In some American universities,
for example, the manifestation of such a desire counts against any one
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who' aspires to teach in certain secular departinents. He is not regarded
as safe, and be is accordingly ostracized. When we consider the diffi-
culties that the course of truth encounters one is reminded of an inci-
dent'related by St. Augustine. On one occasion when bis teacher was
uxplaining the course of Creation and how the Almighty had in six
days ,created the leivens and the earth, one student asked if the
Aimighty had taken just six days to do all this, what was Ife doing
'before Ie created the Universe. J rreceived the crushing reply: "AlLa
Gehennas scrutantibus parahat." "1He wasL employed in preparing hell
fires for thoseof an inquiring turn of mind."

Science then is merely the body of organized knowledge concerning
the world about us and within, the Sicntific Spirit is that attitude of
mind which will not content itself with tradition, with authoritand
which, further, will not refrain froni erploying the oily nethod. whieh
will bring certainty to knowledge, the rmethod which involves observa-
tion, test, trial and experiment. The Scientific Spirit does not confne,
itself to finding out facts for these thermselves nay be intellectually,
valueless, but it strives to bring them all into sorne relation with each
other and' all into proper places urnder that order. Science then is
not facts, but the organization of our knowledge of them.

Iaving, now made clear what is uunderstood by the Scientific Spiit
I shall next discuss its relation to medicine.

There is probably no line of hunan development in which the Scien-
tifle Spirit is to play in the unear future a greater part than in me0dicine.
As to the past all the advances in rmedicine have had their origin in that
intellectual influence.

Medicine began nearly three thousand yearr ago as a suries of observ-
ations on disease. It is the current idea that Huippocrates, who lived
in the fifth century B.C., laid the foundation of rational medicine by
studying the votive tablets and offerings dedicated to Asclepios in grati-
tude for the cures which lie, as a god, effected in the sick who visited and
worshipped in his temples. This is a wholly erroneous idea, as even
a superficial study of the Coan Frenotions shows. These are a series
of aphorisms attributed to Hippocrates, but undoubtedly of a much
earlier origin, and probably represent the results of the observations,of
several generations of rational physicians in the island of Cos. These
Coan Prenotions further show that in that remote time the types of
disease were carefully studied and the facts collected and related. It
was these facts which formed the basis of the physical diagnosis in
which Hippocrates and his Coan predecessors were so adept. Hippo-
crates, indeed, extended and amplified the concepts which were thus
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handed down to him, but bis great service to medicine consisted in
impressing on his generation the necessity for accurate observation above
all things. He did not reject theory, for he was the originator of the
doctrine of Humoral Pathology, but he attached great importance to
the phenomena of disease, apparently recognizing that facts must be
accumulated before generalizations could be formed. Unfortunately,
bis precepts on this point were largely ignored by bis successors, for
they spun theories when they should have observed and recorded.

It is, however, probable that had they fully exploited the nethods
which he taught the result in the end would have been the same. The
absence of definite knowledge regarding the functions of the various
organs of the body would have ultimately made the mass of observations
sterile of result. The sciences of chemistry and biology had to wait
two thousand years for their modest beginnings, and there could be no
considerable advance until the microscope was invented, and so long as
oxyger. and its properties were unknown.

In those twenty centuries the Scientifie Spirit was almost extinct in
medicine, and authority and tradition reigned supreme. It was not
that the love of learning was less than it is now, for, although the
population of ·the non-Russian portion of Europe at the close of the
Middle Ages did not exceed fifty millions there were more students in
its universities than there are in those of Germany of to-day. The
University of Vienna alone had at the end of the fifteenth century
about 7,000 students hailing from every part of Christendom. But it
was only tradition that was taught and authority and dogma were
unlimited in their tyranny over the human intellect. - A revolt now
and then occurring was suppressed. How little place there was for the
Scientifie Spirit, even as late as the sixteenth century, may be gathered
from Luther's remark that, " reason is the chief mistress of the devil.?"

This obscurantism began to give way in medicine, and in the seven-
teenth century Galen was rejected everywhere for Hippocrates. But
it meant for the intellect in medicine the exchange of one servitude
for another, for, although. the great teacher of Cos may inspire those
who read his works in the right spirit, the vast majority of those who
resorted to him sought to find in him merely an authority in all things
medical. And an authority he became, for edition after edition of bis
writings issued from the press and those of bis Aphorisms alone 'num-
bered over 350.

But in that same century the light began to come from another
source. It was the century of the foundation of the Royal Society. It
was the century also of Harvey, Malphighi, Borelli, Grew, Glisson,
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Willis, Vieussens, Wharton, Sylvius, de Graaf, Swammerdam, Leeu-
wenhoek, Bartholinus, Mayow, Redi, Boyle, Galileo and Newton, in
whom the Scientific Spirit flourished as it never did before. These
natural philosophers, as they were called, isolated and scattered over
Europe, were not stimulated by the hope of fame or the reward of place
to study nature, they were all driven by that internal force, intellectual
curiosity, the Scientific Spirit, to seek to know and, considering the
difficulties they had to meet, difficulties which came on the one hand
from the fact that they were breaking absolutely new paths into the
unknown, and on the other, from the hostility of their environment,
one is led to regard their attitude of mind and their unwearied search
for truth as never to be excelled. It was they who laid the foundations
of astronomy, cheimistry. physics, biology, anatomy, physiology and
pathology.

It is a remarkable fact that in the next century there followed a
halt after so brilliant a beginning, and though some progress in all
these sciences was made, substantial advances began only about the mid-
dle of the nineteenth century. Then the Scientific Spirit developed as
it did in the sixteenth century, and we are now at its flood tide which
will never again ebb. In the last half century the development of the
sciences, chemistry, biology, physiology and pathology was an extra-
ordinary stimulus to the development of medicine. If we strike out
of the record of the last two hundred years all the additions to medicine
and surgery due to the development of the sciences named, comparatively
little of value would remain.

In consequence of all this development of the sciences, physical diag-
nosis became more exact, the phenomnena of disease were more accurately
determined and clear ideas were attained as to the processes involved
in disease. -Because of all the aid furnished by the sciences it is pos-
sible for the practitioner of medicine of to-day to deal with disease in
a way that no physician either in the days of Ilippocrates or of a cen-
tury ago could have imagined possible. It is, indeed, doubtful if even
the most far-seeing physician of 1870 could have forecast the develop-
ment which has taken place in the last thirty years.

All this progress has depended on the simple methods which the-
average physician with a moderate amount of laboratory training haa
been able to follow and even employ. The results of these methods
he can understand and thus he is in a position to keep step with ad-
vancing knowledge. These simple methods are still serviceable in
clearing up dark points, as witness the discovery by Schaudinn of the
SpirochSta of syphilis, and the identification of Trypanosoma as the
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cause of sleeping sickness. Here arc two great achievements of the

iast five years which arc of vast importance, not only to medicine, but-
also to hunanity, for in the one case we nay now be in a position to
control a scourge that has afflicted the human race since the close, of
the Paheolithic Period, and in the other we are at the beginning of a
istruggle, defeat in which may render the Tropics uninhabitable to man,
white, black or yellow.

Those simple nethods will alhvays be used in the practice of medicine,
but so far as extending the bounds of knowledge is concerned they have
already been exploited for nearly ail they are capable of yielding, and
now is beginning the period of diminishing returns. Progress of a
-substantial kind will have to depend on the discovery of new methods,
on the exploitation of other Rues of work, as well as on the breaking
of hitherto unprojected paths into the unknown.

\What are those lines, in what direction does their trend appear to
he now?

Tiis is a question which I think is of transcendarit-importance to
those interested in medical education, and it. behoves ,us who are .con-
cerned to sean closely the distant prospect and take thé bearings f' our
course.

It is almost trite to say that there lias been in- the last twenty years
an extraordinary expansion in the sciences ancillary to medicine, but it
is difficult to realize adequately how.extensive that widening of know2
ledge has been and we.can only approximate it by the adventitious aid
of figaures. In the last three years the number of original papers pub-
lishred in pathology, hygiene, physiology, pharnacology and bio-chemistry
was about 17,000. In 1904-5-6 the number of bio-chemistry alone
was over 9,000,-in 1906. it ýwas nearly 4,000. 'The numbers of bio-
chemical papers published in- the cighties were o2ily a few hundred
annually. One gathers froni this what energy is now being expended
in the investigation of the chemistry of living matter, not alone of the
normal, but of the. pathological as well. - 'he number of. the papers
published is an indication of the army of workers that is- engaged. If
we credit every worker with two publications annually -we would
infer that in bio-chemistry alone there must be approximately' 2,000
researchers. Twenty-five years ago the number of investigators in all
the departments of Science did not exceed three thousand.

In pathology the .output has also been enormous, and especially on
its chemical side. Formerly pathology concerned itself chiefly with the
norphological side of disease. Now there lies before it all the chemical
problems which are of a far weightier interest in.that they concern tlie
ultimate causation of disease.
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The advance in bacteriology in the last few years has. been more and,
more developed along the chemical side, for the aim of research in'
this departnient has been to determine the nature'of bacterial products
and how they are disposed of in the animal cell. Considering the num-
ber of species of pathogenic bacteria and the "polyphasic activity of

'living matter, it is not unreasonable to ;assuine that the chemistry of
microorgarlisms causing disease will enlist the entbusiasm of armies of
researchers.

All this shows that the developnent of -the next two- or thiree decades

i-to be along chemical- lines, vith methods transcending those now, in
use and with a basis of knowileclge that is to be broader,' deper and

surer than we now possess.
The reason. for the coming advance is' that which bas pronoted the

development of the last 'ten years. It is clearly recognized by those
who 'concern themselves with' sucl problems that the essential phgnomena
of disease are fundanentally the result of chemical . interaction, that
when an organ or a tissue becomes affected with disease the processes
involved are all chemical or physico-chemical. In the case of diabetes
mellitus, for example, the complicated chmcnical processes that' are in-
volved in the 'utilization of the sugar 'of the body are altered or do .not
occur, and, in consequence, nutrition is disorganized. In inflammation;
iin pneumonia, in typhoid fever, and tuberculosis the processes, although
due. to microorganisms, are t-remselves fundanentally chemical just as
mucli as those in gout, rheumatisin and rickets. In fact, there is no ab-
normal condition of the body or of any of its organs, not excluding even
the malignant growths, that is not fundamentally of chemical causation.

I desire to emphasize the chemical causation of disease because, in
the first place, although it is in many quarters tacitly or openly ac-
cepted, it is not allowed in reality its right place in any survey of
disease, and, in the second place, because this is the line along which
medicine is yet, te win iLs great triumphs. It is the recognition of the
overwhelning importance of physiological and pathological chemistry
to the science of disease that has caused the extraordinary increase in
the army of workers in this field.

The activity of thesç researchers will inevitably '·csult in solving
iany of the problems which now appear so difficult' and obscure. It
will involve also such an addition to knowledge in this' departinent that
tlie whole subject will be, revolutionized. Every advance in the science
of disease means a limitation of the present crude treatment of disease,
a -growing disuse of the drugs and chemicals to which the physician of
to-day resorts, and it wilB render possible more and more either the
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preparation and employment of the very compounds that the living' cells
of the body produce for their own defence against disease, or. when the
nutrition alone is disorganized, as"in the case of pancreati diabetshhe
replacement of those processes 'which the -normal cells undergo.in
other words medicine will become less empiric and more rationalth e
more we know of the chemical changes that occur in-the normal as well
as in the diseased cell.

The physician of twenty ears from n, if he wishesto proft frónm
all these advances and to keep step with progress, musÏ-have an amount
of knowledge of physiological. and patholôgical'chemistry far inecess
of what he is ordinarily required to have to-day. If ho dYes not:have
that knowledge he. is not: merely. behind his time,½ e is 1ntelectually
marooned.

We are now at the stage of transition between the old and new phases
of medicine. From now on, while the old, methods" which hâve been
of service will be retained, new ones of an intricate order ,will be emn'
ployed and a deeper, more accurate knowledge! of the .fùnctions and,
processes of living matter will be the result.

Such a development is only in accord with our age and witli the
development in the other sciences. The alchemist had' his furnaces,
his crucibles, his retorts, his simple salts and reagents. With these
he established the beginnings of chemistry, but it was only when the'
balance was introduced that exactness began to play its part. To-day
the old nethods are still used in certain simple chemical operations,
but the vast body of organized knowledge called chemistry is, the result
of the employment of methods which were not even dreamnt of by the
chemists of the eighteenth century, not to speak of the alchemists.

The same may be said :<f physies and blectricity. When Helmholtz
visited Faraday in his 'laboratory in 1853 hé found that the latter's
apparatus consisted of.a'.few wires-and sonié bits f ld Iood and 'iron.
What 'a far cy' from ,such an equipnent, With its simple methods, to
the outfit of 'an electrical. laboratory, such as .you have to-day mi your
university grounds, with .its problems, the solutions of which 'are or may
be as important fundamentally as any result that Faraday obtained!

What is the warrant for. this prediction of progress in. medicine?
'It is the Scientifie Spirit which alone bas promoted all the advances
medicine lias made in the past. It is not material that. only a few are
possessed of that Scientifie Spirit, for only an infinitesimal portion -of
mankind has ever manifested it, and neverth<'ess all progress is -due'
to it. The number of researchers in these li.te8, as has already' been
pointed out, is greater than it has ever been bef:e, and to those cf
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to-day will succeed "to-morrow a still greater numbér. Then there is
the nature of one of the problems involved. Lifeas nanifested in the
single animal or výegetable. cell is an' inscrÏtable.Iystery, or it appears
so to be, but. the human mind will- eve recognize any obstacle: to its
progress, and as the þroblem- 'is of transcendent i trest'it will ever
attempt the solution of the secret. Médicinè, therefore, .w llinevitably
gain enormously, for every fact won 'regarding the constitution of living
matter and the solution of the secret is a 'contribution to rational
medicine..

The bearing of all this on thé courses of medical training designed
to fit' the student for the practice of medicine during the two coming

generations is obvious. The ,student who thinks that the practice of
medicine in the future will not; be much different from what it is now'
will cèrtainly be disillusioned. He should recognize that a change is
coming and that he must do his best to orient himself with 'regard to
it.. 0f course, this change ,will not take place all at once, but it will
be'. accomplished in the. next twenty-five years, and it will, be 'a much
nore 'profound one than any which has yet taken place in the history of

medicine.
One of the defects of every 'medical curriculum of to-day is that it is

constructed with the idea of turning out the student at the end of four
or five years of study as a finishled product in all departments. . I hold
that to be a profound mistake. "That result is unattainable even with the
exceptionally able student. As 'tie practice of medicine was thirty years
ago it was possible to equip 'a student of fairly average ability with a
large amount of the knowledge he needed afterwards in the exercise of his.
callintg . I'do not say that'he was so equipped in every instance,' for the
instruction at the bedside was not nearly as efficient as it is now. To-
day there is more earnestness in those who instruct and the .teaching
is vastly better than it has e'ven been, but in- proportion to what he is
sulbsequently supposed to know the student acquires les i the four
or five years of his course than the student of thirty years ago ivas com-
pelled to know. He knows muchi no-e of tieh sciencea, his proficiency
in. clinical medicihie and surgery is nuich' reaer, and yet thougi hè
may ·be a credit to the institution"which gives him his training he is
not the peer of his type of thirty years ,ago.'

Nov this.is not' tie fault of; one teacher or 'group of teachers. The
clinical teacier 'is apt to tiink that he has not enough of time, that
the sciences are crowding too much on the attention of the student and
leave him little opportunity for training in the professional subjects.
The clinical teacher everywhere is prone to assume that the student
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should, after two or three years, show as mucl insight in regard to the
practical side of inedicine as, he, the teacher, has, who has' been training
himself for ten, menty or thirty years. The student would be a genius,
nay, an astounding'marvel, if he could ieasure up to that standard.

Even if five years were devoted to the clinical side the student would
still not be a finisbed product. As it is, lie is supposed to acquire a
good knowledge of the sciences and at the same timethe knowledge and
experience in clinical inedicine and surgery that those who arc much
senior to hin did not have when they graduated.. Take a concrete
illustration. Thirty years ago the physiology of the nervous system was
an unknown, or. alnost unknown departinent, and, of course, clinical
neurology was chaos itself. To-day much still remains to be ascertained,
but what lias been explored and determined is siich that to know it well
requires years of attention.' - Is it possible to train a: student 'in fi e
vears in clinical medicine gencrally so that he ill readily diagnose a
case of disseminated sclerosis, of disease of the cercbollum,. of syringo-
myelia or of anterior poliomyclitis?

Tie fact is that while the clinical teacher is doing rightin training
as he does, the motive and expectation prompting it. ail is wrong. No
institution with teachers and staff, ail of thec genius, order, would justify
ihat expectation. It is.not possible to ttrn out a thoroughly scientific
physician after five years of training, and it is' as impossible to equip
thoroughily a student with the clinical lore and experience so as te enable
'h i to deal intelligeitly with all the cases that ho meets in the, first
few years of his practice. Further, as the years pass, the discrepancy'
between the aim and the achieveiment of the teacher in this respect must
grow greater and greater.

The question which nay now bc asked is what ouglit to be the aim?
I hold that the first requisite in the attaimment of the student is not
quantity but quality. To know a great many, things in medicine is
of no value if there is not thercwith the ability ta apply the knowledge
n concrete cases. The quaility dciiand'ed invoives a special training,
a training that should develop precision of thought, the rigidly logical
power of the mind and the capacity te recognize whether the facts
ascertained in a particular case arc adequate, to afrord the basis foi either
a generalization or a diagnosis. To ':attain that result is to dvelp
the Scientife Spirit.

Tlat Spirit is te 'developed in the student of medicine by'a riid
training in ail those subjects which permit exactness, in the sciences,
for instance. The sciences serve a double purpose 'in medical .educa-
tion. A knowledge of them is the basis of the art and practice of
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medicine. I have already pointed out that it -was the development of
physiology, pathology and bacteriology that .brought about the great
advances of the last thirty years. What medicine and surgery would
now be had they not progressed is not difficult to imagine. Without
a knowledge of them no physician can attain the first rank or be 'even
mediocre in the pursuit of his calling. The sciences are then absolutely
indispensable in medicine as enabling the student to understand the
fundamental phenomena of disease. They are of inestimable value
from another point of view.. As they are the subjects in which exact-
ness is possible they can be nide to serve to bring out all the powers
of the student in regard to precision of thought aùd observation and a
right training in them ought to endow fhe ·student of medicine .ith
a dexterity that ho, can get in no other way.

The training in the sciences of the medical coursethon museive
to develop tihe' Scientific Spirit; If a student dces not, vhienhe is being
so trained, attain that cleaincss: of mnd, thatcapacity o rielate facts
to one another and to apply them in concret cases ho has failed ih the
absolutely essential thing in m-edicine; Laeking .this po*er and pre-
cision ho will not acquire it in any training at the bedside. On the
other hand, if ho is properlytrained in the laboratory ho readily acquires
and applies the m-ethods of clinical inedicine and surgery.

The sciences then should be carefully cultivated by the student in
the undergraduiate course, not to the exclusion of the other subjects which
are known- as professionàl, Int as necessary to the latter and in order
ihat the Scientific Spirit. niay be developed.
. The great difficulty in this. matter that is soon to confront us is how
to àdjust tle courses to acli other so that there will res-uit the greatest
advantage to the student. If ,bio-chemistry is to play the part I have
predicted for it, it will mean a serioiis addition to the curriculum.
already heavily loadec, and, of course, there must be a curtailment cf
time given either to the- other sciences or to the professional subjects
in order to 'alloiy room for it. I have no doubt that a certain amount
of readjustment is necessary in the sciences, but the introduction. of the
new subject phould not be made wholly at their expense, -for some 'of
t.he tinie nccessary should be provided for in the increased time de-
inanded of the student.

0f 'course a proposition like this wvill at once be objected to by the
clinical teacher' and, perhaps, also by' the student. The latter nay
ask where he is going to get the clinical experience which ho requires
in the practice of Medicine. The answer to this is, that all the remain-
der of lis life is to be a training in clinical medicine and surgery. If

2
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then, at graduation, his kinowledge of these subjects is. not as. ample
as he would wish it to be, he can and will renedy .the deficiency. If,
on the other hand. he as not had at graduation a good training in tec

sciences grouped under medicine, in ninety-nine cases out of.every hun
dred he never will. Ônce graduated froni th' medical- sclool he will
not feel any desire to go back to laboratories for an adequate knowledge
of the sciences. and if- ho does return, he ,ill fnot: have the patience
which will carry him through the necessary routine and drudgery to
that end. I would not' ay that sucl a student 'would be a failure in
his profession. If. however,. he devotes himnself to inedicine he May
not in the future be more than a superior to the nurse of his pâtibent.
If -he specializes in surgery. lie mîay, perhaps, be what is called a bril-
liant operator, and nay be able to' shoi neait joints, clever anastomoses,
good amputation stuimnps and otler prized rèsults. The plumber also
can niake neat joints and' clever connexions in drainage pipes, and, like
the surgeon, thereby save life and make for its comfort 'and security.
What student, hovevér. aniongst my hearers to-day aims on.ly at being
merely a superior nurse or a surgeon of the plunber type? .

It is a recognized maxim that if.you wish Io develop a violinist vou
nust catch him early, and the carlier the botter. It is a. fixed law of
our mental life that there is a special time for everything. My own
observations on lie careers of students conducted during the last twenty-
five years leads ne to believe that this is particnlarly tru, also in scienice.
If the student wislhes to develop tlie scienti fie mid iii the highest degrèe
he sTiould begin not as early as he who wishes to become proficient'with
the violin, but certainly before the twenty-fifth year of age. Af ter
thirty the habits of the mind tend to become fixed and there is little
margin for the f ree movement that a full scientifie training of the' mind
requires. The nind of the individual is in respect of scientific dis-
cipline at its maximum of plasticity and receptivity between the age
of eighteen and that of thirty, and that period of life should, in the
student of nedicine bo given over largely to the acquisition of a know-
ledge of the sciences and to the developnî'ent of the scientific niind.
- But I think some one will say to himself that the speaker lias in .his

mind only the -preparations of recruits for the researcli laboratories.
Not at all. What I have said hitherto bears only on the' training' of
those who are going to practice the profession of medicine. .Not only
the call of humanity, but also the interest of thc future, physician
demand the precision and the clear-cut ideas that come from an ade-
quate training in the sciences. Why should the laboratory be supposed
to monopolize the Scientifie Spirit, the desire and the efforts- to know
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accurately why and how ? Is it not a serious reflection on the medical
profession to maintain that there, is and ought to be a great gulf fixed'
between the laboratory worker and the skilled physician?

I am not beset with anxiety for the army of labratory workers, for
I am certain that if the vast majority..of the, students are scientifically.
trained for professional practice tle laboratory will take .care of itself.
It will always have recruits, and in the future more than now. Nor.
would I have you think that the .laboratory is the only -place where
scientific work may be done. .'In the wide field of medicine there is an
unlimited opportunity for the exercise of scientific precision. That this
is so may be taken on the word of no less than Dr. James Mackenzie,
of Buinley, England, whose article on .this subject in the July issue
of the Western Canada Medical Journal will amply repay perusal. In
1881, at the International Medical Congress, Dr. John S. Billings
pointed out that the vast majority of the 20,000 papers and publications
on medicine issued from the press in 1879 were worthless simply because
of the lack of accuracy in the observations. Does the vast mass of litèr.-
ature on medicine now annually issued show any iinprovement in this
respect? To judge from Dr. Mackenzie's observations it does not, for
lie claims that the exponents of medical science ignore the necessity
for inaking accu rate observations, and goes on to say: "Although they
lalk of their careful methods of observation, a critical. study of medical
writings will reveal the fact that they bristle with evidences of inac
curate 9observations. What they call observations 'are but a "mixture
of imperfect observations and uniwarranted assertion. Vhile they fnima-
gine that they are stating a fact they are atuially at the same fine
recording an opinion."

If Dr. Mackenzie is right, and I believe he is, there is vert great eed
for improvement. When nedical literature teen s With mistakes 'n
observation and errors in d iagnosis, what should be expected anthose
who do not record their observations? -Is there "any excuse for the mis
takes that are sômetimes made, except that those who maký them are
not trained as they should be?

It is evident that whaf is wanted is accuracy, 'and acuracy al the
time. Clinical experience is of absolutely little value if it is not
accompanied by the desire and will to be thorough and precîse.

The habit of being thorough ana precise cau only be forme in the
undergraduate course and under the direction and watchful eontrol of
the various teachers.. That habit is every whit as valuable as, if not.
more so than, the most systematized information which he eau acquire
in his medical course. When that habit is firmly established in the
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student it is a permanent guarantee that he is in possession of .the
Scientifie Spirit, the Spirit that does not. care 'for shams and make-
believes, or anything but the truth. With 'that habit, and actuated by
that Spirit, he can conduct research in his ordinary medical practice
ilat may be as valuable as any output of the laboratory. Dr. Macken-

zie points out that there is still an immense field in practical medicine

outside of hospitals and laboratories which only awaits researchers of

the proper kind. That work is of no value unless it is properly done,
and those who do it will be rewarded as fully as they would be if they
devoted their lives to the most fruitful rescarch in a laboratory.

To the student then I would say: Prepare for the future by training
yourself in being exact and in getting 'exact ideas. Take stock of the
fact that the development of medicine is to be along the linos of bio-
chemistry, normal and pathological. Acquire a. knowledge of this
science and of physiology and pathology,,for it will be of immense 'ser-
vice to you in after years in enabling you to kcep in touch with the
advances on the scientific side of medicine. Appreciate and carefully
undergo the training that the laboratories can give you, and at the
bedside be content with nothing but facts and rigidly examined deduc-
tions therefroin. Never follow a method in diagnosis or in your observ-
ations if you can avail vourself of even a slightly better one. Early
train yourself to be adept in the use of al] the instruments that aid in
precision, the microscope, the thermometer, homnocytoiueter, the hoemo-
globinometer. the stethoscope, the lomometer., the ophthalmoscope and
the laryngoscope. It may be that the locality where you will pursue
your professional career will bo far f rom any 'centre, where specialists
are to be consulted and you must do your utinost for the.pòoiý in your
constituency. If you are incompetent the richi may escape the con-
sequences, but the poor cannot.

You have, above all, one duty to yourself, and that is to cultivate to
the utmost the powers of mind which you possess, and do not think
that done when you graduate. Continue ..the training. until you are
passed the meridian at least. The average individual takes short.
views. forecasting not more than two or' three years ahead. The med-
ical student should look twenty and even thirty years ahead. One of,
the former teachers in this Faculty is credited with saying that a mau's
best work is donc at forty. What, however, is that best work? Is it
some great achievement in statesmanship, commerce, or industry, 'some
great executive or professional performance, or some great discovery
in science? Not at al]. These are in themnselves more or less 'acci-
dents, and the opportunity to do them may not occur in the lifetime
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of the many. The greatest achievement of which the individual is
capable is the training of his intelleètual powers to the utmost in all
his years up to the fortieth. That is his best work, and if it is not
done before his fortieth year, the end of the plastic period of his life,
iL is not donc and cannot be donc afterwards. Having donc that best
work, the output of thc rest of his life is the résult and the measure
of the extent of that best work. The individual who trains himself
to the utmost 'till he is forty may feel tranquil that he will not fail of
his reward.. Even in the training itself there is the reward,. and in
later years of. life 'there is no satisfaction so deep as that which comes
froní the convictionthat you have donc the utmost of which your mental
ife is capable.

And I wouild ad-lse you further to conserve to the utmost your physical
powers. I think that our modern systems of education are on -the
whole not sufficiently insistent in this respect. A well balanced phy-
sical development should accompany the mental, not only to aid ,the
latter but also to aid in moral culture. I believe that the daily expen-
diture of physical energy, whether it be in toil or in athletics, exercises
a very powerful moral influence in the formation of character. When
one hears toil called a curse, one loses patience for if it is not unmitigatedi
and excessive, toil is not a curse but a !blessing to man. Those who
toil with their hands are amongst the most moral portion of mankind,
and this was recognized by one of the oldest Greek writers, Hesiod,
for, as le put it: "In the path of noble manhood the Gods have
placed sweat."

Further, remember that your life is all before you. It has been
said that there is no more severe critic than the'young man, and thatthere
is none more unjust. If your mental make-up is. worth anything at
all your opinions and your· standards' of thiigs will inevitably. alter
with the years. It is, therefore, the part of wisdom to be as little
dogmatic as possible. -Honour your teachers and love and be thoroujhly
loyal to your university, for only in that spirit inay you share in the
best that sie imparis. Once more, and finally, cultivate your mental
powers to th utniost and therewith the Scientific Spirit. Follow all
your life, wherever it may lead, "the high, white Star of Truth." Às
the years go by there are many interests lost, often with the result that
life becomes dull and commonplace, and the individuaf' a spent force
If, however, intellectual curiosity, the Scientific. Spirit, is' cultivated'
it increases in strength with the years and departs only with life. And
it' brings at least one reward. The ancient Peripatetic Philosophers
truly held that, while there are many things that contribute tô a happy
life, mental excellence is the best of all.
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DAVI J. EVANS, M.D.,
Assistant Obstetric Physician, Mon-treal Maternity Hospital

In talking to you this evening on the subject of Obstetrie Nursing
I shall endeavour to confine nyself strictly to the practical side of the
question, and will deal with the subject of the obstetric nurse and her
relationship to the patient and to the physician, 'sketching more or less
in detail an outline of lier duties and responsibilities from the beginning
to the end of her engagenrent with an individual case.

Commonly, in this city obstetric patients engage their nurses without
reference. to the physician, and there are in this city two classes of
obstetrical nurses, first, those who confine themselves absolutely. to
obstetrie nursing; and those who have reccived a general training in
some large hospital and who occasionally take an obstetrical case, par-
ticularly if it is comllicated. The relationship of these two classes
to obstetrie work is absolutely different. The first class are usually
subject to engagements .nonths ahead, and have an opportunity to pay
a preliminary visit.to their patient and tonake all preparations for the
expected confinement. While the second class are not usually called
until the patient is in labour, and thus these nurses have to take things
as they find them.

Those who make engagements: ahead, I would advise to try and make
a hard and fast arrangemi-ent with the patient os to engagement from
a certain date, to a. certain date, and to have a distinct inderstanding
as to the date on which pay begins, as soine women are very punbusiness-
like. and seem to expect that a nurse should wait for days or even.
longer without receiving pay. When a nurse is under engagement but
is not actually staying with lier patient, she should consider that her
time belongs to ber patient and should never be out of reach day or
night, so that she can be called any moment.

When naking an engagement to attend a patient the nurse should
note the general condition of her patient,. and, if possible, should be
shown the room that will be used as a labour room. . She should noià
the general cleanliness .of this .rooi,, its Ventilation and vhat means
may be available for regulation of temperature, in winter or in snn-
mer. For instance, in winter a' warmx roomi, large, well lighted and
well ventilated, and of a southern aspect should be chosen. In summer
the room should b chosen with special reference te its coolnees. The
room should be in a quiet.part of the house, not, for instance, at thè
head of the stairs, where all the business of the louse will reach ihe
patient's cars. It should be, if possible, convenient to the bath roo:n.

A Lecture delivered before The. Canadian Nurses' Association, Novei-
ber 5, 1907.
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The bed, preferably a single bed, should be so placed that the direct
light from thé window should'-inot fail on the patient's eyes, and in
summer so that the draft -from the open window shall not blow directly
across it. The condition of the mfattress should be observed, it should
be firm without being too hard,' and should not be sufficiently soft to
form a trough when the patient is lying on it, and, above all, it should
be clean. If the bcd is .low, blocks should be prepared so that it may
be.raised to a conyenient height. This precaution will do a great deal
towards saving wcar and tear of the physician and nurse. If the gen-
eral cleanliness of, the room is open to suspicion the patient should be
advised to have it thoroughly house cleaned a week or ten days before
the expected date of confinement.

At this the the nurse, if the physician has not already donc so,
should give the patient a list of tire articles that she will have to pro-
vide for -her-sef aid the child. In making out 'this ist a nurse should
distinguish between those things which are essential and those things
which are more or less luxurious, and should seek to adapt the outfit to
the purse of her patient as far as.possible. Some patients complain
of the elaborate nature of the outfit requested by the nurse, therefore,
try. Lo arrange your ist of articles to suit the varying purses of your
patients.

The fol]owing constitutes a very useful outfit:-
Six abdominal binders, .1/ yards -long by 11/2 yards wide, which

should be washed nd ironed so as torake them soft and comfortable.
They may be iade either of plain 'cotton, unbleached, or.of thin Canton
flannel. Personally, I have. for soine time given up the use of these
hinders, employing an ordinary " T," bandage in place cf it, as I find
the binders have a certain unfavourable influenée" in causing displacement
of the uterus.

Threc obstetrical pads, 1 yard square,nmade of chap unb]eachcd cot
ton, and padded with cotton batting until about three inches thick.
These pacis are placed under the patient during labour or after, to catch
the discharges.

21/ doz. vulva pads, made of absorbent cotto, 0 by 3 inches, and
inches thick-, covered .with cheese. cloth or ,absorbent gauze. These

shculd be donc up in packages of six and sterilized
One-half cloz. ôld towels, freshly laundered; sliould be laid away with

the other things and should be sterilized if possible, though,this is not
indispensable.

Two papers of large size safety pins, and 1 paper, of small size; 2
new nail brushes, one for 'the physician and one for the the nurse,
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which should be wrapped in cotton and boiled; ½/!, lb. absorbent cotton;
4 ozs. lysol; 4 ozs. green soap, or one bottle of synol; 6 ozs. alcohol,
to be used for rubbing the patient; 2 pieces of rubber shecting, each
two yards square. Instead of rubber sheeting, enamel cloth may be
used for this purpose, as it cheaper; 2 enainelware wash basins; 1 bed
pan; 1 douche bag, 2 quart size; 1 clean slop jar or pail for soiled
dressings, with cover if possible; 1 doz. cean towels, besides those above'
mentioned should be available, and a good supply of sheets, pillow esses,
and night gowns should be at hand for the patient's use.

For the infant one requires:
Eight ozs. olive oil; 1 tube white vaseline; 1. cake Castile soap;

6 dannel binders. 6 inches by 1/ yard long; 1 soft flannel blanket one
yard square, to wrap the 'infant in immediately after birth'; 4 doz.
diapers at Ieast should be provided; 1 infant's bath tub; 1 bath ther-
inometer; I box talcum powder; 1 powder box' and-puff;' 1'infant's
hair ýruFh; 2 sponges, one for the body and one for the face.

The following clothing should be provided as a minimum supply
Four undershirts of knitted wool; 4 fiannel petticoats; 4 flannel'

night gowns; 10 slips, as simply made as possible. These should be
made .tgopen at the back. .

A suply of old linen is useful for swabs, and may be provided.
These various 'articles should he laid away in a" cupboard or bureau
drawer, all ready for use beforehand. so as to avoid confusion and delay
after the labour is under way.

In addition to these articles there should be provided a smnall package
cf tape or stout lin-en to serve as ligatures for the umbilical cord.

Nurses ,should avoid giving medical 'advice to their patient outside
of the question of clothing 'during pregnancy, the condition of the bowels
and the care of the nipples.

A few renarks at this point, on the hygiene of pregnancy may not
bc out of place. The pregnant woman should be careful to avoid over
fatigue, though plenty of exercise in the open air should be indulged
in. A warm bath, of temperature 105-, should be taken at night, at
least twice a week. If the woman is in the habit of taking a cold bath
every morning, there is no reason why she should interrupt this habit
during pregnancy, provided reaction is prompt. Movements of the
bowels should be obtained regularly, and th'e patient should be warned
against constipation.

The diet should consist chi'fly of fruits and regetables, and meat
should be somewhat limited. Plenty of water should be drunk between
nieals. The condition of the mouth and teeth should receive attention,
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as. during pregnancy the secretions; w-hii arc nornally alkalinetend.
to become acid and facilitate carious processes. Aikaline mouth washes
siould be used after each mneal and before retiring, and it is not a bad·
plan .foàpregnant wonen t6 drink a. large tuiribler: full of' cold water,
containing one-lialf tenspoonful of, ea tartur dissolved in it just
before going to bcd. The nipples sho ul'il, during the last six weeks of
.pregnancy, be washed with Castile shap.a bot water, and friction ap-
plicd to them by means of a piece of flannel. They should then ie
bathed in a solution' of equal parts of alcohol and witeli Hazel. They
should be rubbed two or three tines a week between the fingers, and
drawn out, at the saie tim being well covered with white vaseline.
The patient should be instructed never to touch her nipples with uncleain
hande.

Prompt attention should be. paid t an obstetrie cal] and the patient
,hould be reached as soon as possible. Usually, in the.wealthiCr class
of patients the nurse is called before the physician, who generally leaves
instructions to that effect, and the calling of the physicianÏ is thus fre-
q<uently the responsibility of the nurse, so that the 'obstetrie nurse should
be familiar with the signs and symptomns attending the various stages
of labour.

The nurse should first, even -before changing into her uniforn sece
her patient and find out from her when the- pains began, and should
note their frequency and character. She should then plan her pro-
ceedure according to the tire she judgcs at her disposal before critical
stage of labour wililbe reached.. This varies, of course, according to
the circumstances. The nurse on seeidig ber patient for the first tim&
in labour should riote ber general condition, and, if ime permits, should
record the pulse,- temperature ad 'respiration. She should also note"
carefully the '>atient's statements as to when the pains began, their site'
and frequency. A careful enquiry should be made as to vaginal dis-
'charges, and their character-should be examined.

One 'of the most essential things in the preparation of the patient
is the clearing out of the rectum by means of enema. This should
be done if at all possible. In the ordinary routine of preparation of
the patient it may be given immediately before or after the bath, and,
if the first stage of labour lasts orer eight hours the enerna should be
repeated.'

One oftien hears the statement that the bowels have moved repeiatedly
during the few hours before the onset of labour, and, therefore, the
enema was not thought necessary. It is just in these cases that the
enema should be given, as the bowels are usually overloaded with retained

25
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faces when such a history is obtained. Therefore, I again repeat the
most essential things in the preparation of the patient are the clearing
out of the bowels. and the thorough cleansing of the.vulva and thighs.

If the patient has not had a hot bath witbin twenty-four hours, and
time now permits of it, she should be advised to take one at once.,: As
a rule, it is better for the patient not to sit .down in the bath, but'to
kneel therein, and to pour the water over herself, as in multiparS
especially, the water may enter the vagina and carry infection. Special
attention should be given to the cleansing of the abdomen, vulva and
thighs, and these parts of the body should bu bathed after the bath
in a 1-2000 solution of bichloride of mercury.

From this time the use of the toilet must bu forbidden and the patient
should wear an antiseptic pad, which should be changea from time to
time as may be necessary until the latter part of the second stage. Each
time this pad is changed the parts should bu bathed with antiseptic
solution.

While the patient is giving herself the bath the nurse nay be prepar-
ing the labour room. Unnecessary furniture and toilet articles, etc.
should bu removed, though 'it is unnecessary to make the room-into
an ordinary operating room. . The really necessary articles of furniture
are, the bed, a low table, two ordinary chairs, a slop jar or pail, and an
old rug or some protective paper' to keep the carpet from being seiled.

The labour bed should be made as follows:-To the right side of a
double bed and about its middle should bu placed one of the rubber
sheets provided for this purpose. This is coveried by a clean white
sheet, and both are pinned to the mattress so as to maintain thein iii
place. Over: these is 'placed the draw sheet, which should lie rmidway
between the head and foot of the bed, so that the patient's buttocks will
rest in the middle 'of it. These must bu pinned securely at the
corners in order to prevent slipping. Over this should be placed a
second rubber sheét over which a second draw sheet should bu, placed;,
and both securely pinned. Over this draw, sheet is placéd onu dfthé
prepared obstetric' pads, also securely pinned..

This obstetric pad .may be changed when the final preparations for
delivery are being made, should it become soiled in the meanwhile. To
cover the patient, a fresh, clean sheet should be used ond a, light blanlket
or other necessary covering.

The patient should be clothed in a clean nightgown, over which she
may wear a suitable wrapper while moving about, and -cléan stockings
and slippers. In cool weather she may wear besides this a silk .or thin
wool undervest. Her hair should be carefully , combed, brushed and
braided.
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The nurse should see'that a plentiful supply of the hotsterile water
is. obtainable, and should f111 'C 'carefülly cleansed bedroom jug with
boiled water, placing it iWlre it vili cool as rapidly as possible, and
covering 'it with, a clean towel,' so that a suplycf. cid, sterile 'waiter
may.be available. All water uséd for solutions 'sliould be boiled, an'd
never under any·circumstances, should water.freshly drawn from the
tap be used for this purpose.

A pair of scissors, thrce or four ligatures for tying the cd one-half
dozen gauze swabs, about two inches square;' a glass,' and a' i ubber
catheter, and possibly one or two pair of 'artery forceps, should ,bé'dry
sterilized, or placed in a 2 per cent. solution of lysol 'until needed.", One.
cup full 'of warrm boracic acid solution should also be prepared nd a
bundle 6f' absorbent cotton 'swabs,~ each swab being about the size of an
ordinary hen': egg.. These. should be' placed on the simall table set
aside for the physiciansuse

A basin ýt· catch the after-birth, or oither 'dish suitable fr this:pur
pose, should also be at ha-d. A soft, pieceo linen and a iece
old blanketing or fannel 'should be plaed'ha d 'fòr he redeption o
the baby.

The nursshuld make all he' preparations quietly nd ithot ide
fuss or disturbance. She should avoid, if 'possible, al hurryl and'1 con-
fusion.,: Mar manner should be cahm and clctöde, ought"' t nove
about .lier vr as if it was a matter oif evdry day routinc; her?' objeët
being to inspire ber patientwith confidence nd to s'au porde morâl
strength throughout what is at the very: bcst a trying eSperiece.

In the early stages of labour it is unnessary for thelatiént to
remain in 'bed, if she cares to .move abt,- a1y case sule:may si up
in 'an easy 'chair, and if thc 'pains, are not occîring with too greatr-
quency, she should bc .provided witli somc sinl e occupation, such as
attending to ber hair, maniciÉing her nas r ome little duty that
may bc4of help to the nurse.,

The whole, atmosphere of the abou com should' be one of caln
quiet, self-control, and, .if possible, al 'vou r excited relatives shduld
be kept out. 'The proper managi mën o th patent and her relatives
during this trying ..time. cals for the- gieatest act and discretion on the
part of the obstetrical nurse. The patientsliould be encouraged to talk'
of light, unconsequential things, and the, nurse shoud avoid relating
ber experiences of other cases, and should keep the 'conversation away
from the. subjet of obstetrics as nui h s possible.

When to call the physician is sometimes a' matter of no -littie diffi-
culty in' deciding. I think that, as a goneral rule, the physician should
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be notified as soon as the labour pains begin that his patient is in
labour, and the nurse should endeavour. to obtain direct oriders as to
when the physician desires to' bo -summoned to the dase. Personally,
I may say that it is my custon to request the nurses to notify me of.
the onset of labour, except between the hours of midnight and 7 a.m:
During the niglit I ask them only to call me if they really f'el that

ny services are required. Thus,- by being notified of' day .cases the
physician can arrange his work so- as to permit him a maximum of
liberty in order to devote him self to his obstetrie duties.

Al obstetrie nurses should be familiar with the clinical phenomena
of labour. I will discuss briefly a few of the more common phenomena
so as to call to your recollection the main facts, with which you are
familiar. False pains may be distinguished from truc pains by the
fact that they occur irregularly, and are chiefly located irt the front of
the body. Truc pains may begin in the front of the b'ody, but thpy
soon extend to the back, and they occur with increasing regularity at.
intervals of fifteen to twenty minutes. The escape of a thick, bloody
mucus, known as flie shew," attends the onset of truc labour in many
cases. When the membranes rupture early, or when the water escapes
before the pains have begun, the labour pains are usually more frequent
and more severe thani when such is not the case. It is in these latter
cases that the nurse often thinks delivery impending, long Jefore the
inouth of the womb lias 'dilated.

When the first stage, of labour has concluded, the os is completely
dilated and the membranes usually 'rupture, permitting the escape of
the waters. In multiparai the physician should always be summoned
when the waters have escaped, especially if' the pains recur at intervals
of from three to five minutes.

The second or expulsive stage of labour is characterized by the occur-
rence of straining or. bearing down pains. , The patient- should not be
encouraged to bear down in the first stage of labour, as such efforts are
perfectly useless and tire her out. On the other hand, in the second
stage the patient should be encouraged to bear' down as much as pos-
sible during the pains,' 'as- by this means she can hasten delivery in a
large proportion o! cases.

In the first stage of labeur the diseharge froni tie vagina consists of
blood stained water, in:the second stage of labour the' discharge beèomes
mucoid in character, so tha during the second stage the iurse should
be ou the watch for the escape of thiek,' clear mucus from the vagina,
as an indication of the rapid advance of the presenting part.' The ad-
vance of the presenting part may be recognized by the pressure of the
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advancing fotal part upon the anus and perineum causing a certain
amount of bulging outwards. Aý common sign- of descent of the pre-
senting. pait, is the impulse of the patient to have a movenent of the
bowels; thus in a patient knowir to be in the second stage when
this desire is expressed the nurse should inake sure that there is
no evidence of bulging during a pain, before allowing the patient to
get up for this purpose. The advance of the presenting part may some-
times be felt hy inaking pressure upiards' from below with the finger-
tips placcd half way between the anus and the tuberosity of the ischium,
just alongside of the vulva. Pressure in- this' direction will encounter
distinct resistance if 'thefetal parts arò just about to come on the pelv'Ie
floor.

Thus, the nurse should simmon tire piysician in the case of primi-
par, as soon as there is any evidence of bulging ofthe.perineuin, espe-
cially when this is accompanied witlh the escape of a thick, clear mucus
from the vagina, and frequent pains of a bearing down character. Tn
multiparoe the occurrence of bearing lown pains and the escape f th-e
waters indicate that the physician should be srninoned at once.

Should the labour advance rapidly and delivery threaten to ake
place before the physician. arrives, the patient should be kept in the jeft
lateral position in bed, and urged to pant, or cry out, with the recur-
rence of each pain, while the nurse should endeayour to hold the pre-
senting part back, should the perineurn bulge. This pressure of the nurse
on the perineum should be made only during the, aene of pain, and
the nurse's hand should be wrapped in a sterile towel. . Pressure on
the .perineuim, if kept up constantly, tends to act as a stimulus to uterine
contraction, thus this pressure should be avoided except when necessary
to hold back the advancing foetal parts.

The nurse should have ready all the things required for the phy-
sician to wash and sterilize his lands, and should now make final pre
parations for the actual delivery. She should have in the labour room
all water and other material that she is likely to, require throughout:
the further course of the labour. While waiting for the physician the
nurse should avoid leaving the room or leaving the patient alone, espe-
cially if the pains are markedly severe.

During de]ivery the nurse is usually called upon to administer the
anmsthetie under the direction of the physician. A few drops of chloro-
form on the mask with the onset of each pain is usually- sufficient to
produce obstetric anesthesia. Care should be taken not to allow any
drops to fall on the skin, or into the eves. of the patient. To prevent
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burning of thé skin by ebloroforni the patients face should be lightly
smeared with vaseline..

In this country the patient is usually .dlivered in the left lateralk
position, and the nurse stands on the lef tside of the bed. She should
endeavour to k-cep the patient's legs flexed and the thighs well separated.
Usually a folded pillow is placed between the knecs for this:purpose.
Some physicians employ a Kelly pad during' delivery, and this covered
by a. sterile towel'is' slipped under the thighs 'of the patient at this tirhe.
The further duties of the nurse now depend cntirely upon her instruc-
tions .fron the physician in charge of the case. Usually she is calléd
on to take charge of the fundus of the uterus while the child's body is
being delivered, and she should keep up this pressure until such time
as the physician is at liberty to replace her, which .is usually just after
the cord lias been tied and eut. She then receives fthe infant 'in the,
coverings she has prepared for 'this purpose, and, having. wrapped it
up warnly, she places it in a convenient place where it will .bcout of
reach of harm and, will not be in- the way. : The infant'should be'placed
on its right side so 'as to favour the closure of the foranen' ovale, and
because the liver is on this side and is one of the heaviest organs in the
child's body. Slie should sec that the child is so placed, that its nose
and mouth are free from pressure in order that the child's respirations
may not be iiterfered with. Twice I have had the unfortunate ex-
perience of handing a living child to a nurse io be placed in its cradle,
and when I have gone to see it twenty minutes later I have found it

inothered to death through having been' placed face downwards on a
soft feather pillow.

During the interval, while waiting for' the delivery of the after-
birth, the nurse should replenisl the basin containing thli antiseptic
solution in whiclh the physician bathes his hands.· During the delivery
of the placenta the basin in which the after-birth is to be caught should
be held close to ftle vulva by the nurse. As soon as the after-birth lias
been delivered, this basin should be covered with a clean towel and
placed away until the physician is at' liberty to examine its contents.
If there are no stitches to be put in place, the patient is now cleaned
up and all soiled linen removed. She should be washed as quickly as'
possible witlh a warn antiseptic solution and dried.

The upper obstetric pad, draw shets and upper sheet should be now
removed; a fresh obstetrie pad placed beneath the buttocks, and a large
vulva pad applied ivlicl may be' leld' in place by means of a "T"
bandage.

As a rule the physician keeps his hand on the fundus for 'at least
one-half 'hour after the delivery of the placenta, and in cases where a
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broad, binder. is used, it is frequently not put in place until after the
child has been washed. In doing up a patient after delivery, the nurse,
if left ialone ivith the case, should from tinhe to time make a little gentle
friction upon the fundus, to be sure that the uterus remains vell con-
tracted. The patient should -not be turned on her side during this
washing up process unless the nurse keeps one hand u1pon the fundus,
as this position favours relaxation of the uterus and pernits the entrance
cf air within the vulva.

After doing up the patient, and before proceecling to clean up the
room or bathe the baby, if this has not already been donc, the patient's
pulse should be taken and recorded, and the condition of the fundus. of
the uterus noted. If the pulse rate is at or near 100' per minute, and the
fundus is high and soft, homorrhage is to be feared, and a close watch
for this accident. should be maintained. If all is 'wéll, the nurse should
now clean up the room, removing· all soiled linen, etc., and ]eave the
patient in a quietdarkenedroomto.rest. While cleaning up it is well
for the nurse to return from t o e to tinecto. her patient,.until she is
satisfied .that there s no. fuirther danri.ûAfter severe or operative
labours it is well tohavesóme reliableielative orfriénd to sitwiththe
patient while the nurse is b. ttending to he varlous .dutie :which
devolve uponh er at this time.

The" Infant.

In. giving the baby its flrst Iath certain details are 'f dimportance.
It should be given in a warm room, inwinter, y th warm. cois or
in front of a lire. In summer, care, should be, taken that the spot se-
ected is not in a draft.

The bathing should be conducted as rapidly as possible. As' a rule
I think, -nurses a.re not careful enough in washing the baby's face and
head; .the child should be held so that 'water cannot run into the eyes.
The face and head should then be dried with a soft- cloth before the
body is ivashed.

At the first bath the baby should be examined from head to foot for
injuries or deformities, and, if any are found, the physician's attention
should be called to them.

The cord should be bathed in ailcohol and, then dusted with some dry-
ing powder, such as starch five parts, salicylic acid one part, and a small
gauze dressing applied s6 as to completely envelop it. This dressing
should be changed as infrequently as possible, but 'each morning when
the child is sponged, it should be carefully examined. If in 'good
condition, fresh powder should be applied under the dressing. If soiled,
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the gauze should be removed, the cord bathed -in alcoho resh
powder and gauze applied.

The napkins should be pi ned as loosely as pssible and should be
changed whenever soiled.

The mouth should be gently swabbed with swabs inoistened in borâcie
solution before nursing.

The infant should be applied to the breast every six hours till lacta-
tion is established, and then ,every .two lours from .m. t 9 p.m.,
and at 1 and 5 a.m.

Nothing else should be given a new born child without the physician's
order.

The baby when fed should be placed in its basket or cot and 'lightly
covered. It shoulid be protected frein bright lights and from loud or
sudden noise. It is undesirable that thle new arrival should be the
subject of the admiring attentions of its 'parents, relatives or friends,
and the nurse should exert her tact to the utmost in order to prevent its
constant disturbance.

Artificial foods, gripe waters, and .the ever ubiuitous "Comfort"
are interdicted, and should nover be uscd without the physician's
knowledge.

The Puerperal Period. ,:

The vulva pads should be changed every four hôurs ,during the first
six days, and more frequently' if necessary. On each oècasion the
nurse's hands should be scrubbed with a nai] brush and plenty of hot
water and soap. They should then be, héd in a to per cent. lysol
solution, or a 1-2000 bichloride of mnercury' solution for at least one
minute.

The vulva should be swabbed withi absorbent cotton dipped in cither
of the above solutions, from above downwards, -care being taken to swab
all the folds." It is undesirable tO pour or douche solutions over the'
vulva. as there is danger of washing infected material into the vagina.,

The vulva should then be swabbed dry and dusted with 'boradic 'cid
or other dusting powder'ancd a fresh pad applied. A pad once displaced
should b removed, and/ a f resh pad applied.

The position Cf .the fundus, character of lochia, and condition of the
breasts and nipples, should be recorded on the chart twice. daily.
A record of the urinary' and focal discharge should be kept, and the
temperature and pulse charted every "four hours for the first four days,
and then twice daily till the .patient is out of bed.. A rise of tem-
verature to over 1000 at any time should be inmediately'reported to·
the physician.
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The nipples should be bathed in boracie acid solution before, and im
inediately after, nursing. 'After nursing, if the nipples are tender, Y
they nay be bathed with a 'solution of equal parts of alcohôl and .Witch-
Blazël, in addition to the bo'acic acid, then dried carefully and dusted.'
with< Bismuth subnitrate.

f- the breasts become engorged and tender they niay be s'upported by
means 'of a carefully fitted "IR" bind'r or an: ordinar "Murhy,"
binder, care being taken to bring then well towa-rd .th niddl ine of
the body befòre pinning the binder.

TIiepatient should hé sponged fromi head to foot daily wth hot water
and soap, and should receive an alcohol rub afterwards.1%

Fresh bed linen should be used every second day durng t rat
week at east.

The patient should not be permitted to assist to any great degree n
the performance of her foilet during the first'week, btnay gradual
resume this duty during the second week of her lying-in

A dose of castor oil should', be given on the, third day and th phy
sician's attention called.to·any irregularity in the acti.i of th bowels
after that tine.

The diet should be very restieted during he istt s
but liquids, and toast or stalée bread'bing permittd. Onthe third
and fourth days half diet nîay'be 'given, af and,. thsthe'atieit is"
placed on ful 'diet.'-

The patient should, be settled for th night as soon as possible after
the 9 p.m. nursing.

The morning and even'ing 'toilets should be performed as expeditionIy_,
as possible. The nurse should see'tlet she has everything at -hand
before starting, so that shé iwil not hae' to leave ber patient in thé
course of it, to look for something she·has misplaced or forgotten.

'The nurse should provide herself wvith a tray to hold her dishes, swabs,
pads, etc., for the ·vulva dressing, which she éan prepare and bring
into the rooni with ber all eady She then prepares ber patient, remov-
ing soiled linen pads,, etc.- covering her with a sheet. -aving -teril
ized ber hands, she then performs the toilet. of the ulva, arrange'sher
patient andi removes her tray,-soiled linen, etc., at once. -

The nurse should give considerable thought to the development 'of
system in her wvork se that she mnav perform:her professional 'duties with
as little disturbance of the patient as possible.

Both in the morning -and' afternoon of each day the- patient should
be encouraged to rest, and sleep, if possible, and for tlis purpose the
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room should be darkened and the house kept .as quiet as possible during
these hours.

The temperature of the lying-in room sliould be between G50 and
680 F., and care should b taken to secuire good ventilation. . It is a
good plan to cover the patient up warmly and open thie windows' wide
ror a short time at least once a day. the. patient being kept covered
until the temperature of the roon-rises again to 65° F.

Visitors who tire the patient should be excluded altogether, this can
easily be nanaged by reporting to the plysician in charge of the case
who will tien give definite orders in regard to admission of visitors.

Every nurse should be able to get two hours ofi duty aci day, except
perhaps., during the first three dnys after d'elivery, when she ougit to
be able to manage at least one hour. for a walk in the freslh air. The
nurse should definitely state to hxer patient befQre leaving the house,
when she expects to return. and shouhl endeavour to return exactly
ait the time stated. This habit will avoid considerable friction and
d.i fficulty.

When the physician calls to sec his patient. the nurse should present
him with her record of the case and report to hin verbally anything
spècial to which she wishes to call his attention. laving answered
ail questions and received her directions, she should then withdraw from
the room, remaining within call, and sliould accompany the physician
to the -front door, urless he relieves her from this duty. This enables
tle physician to give his final directions,. and pernits her to report any-
Ihing she loes not wish the patient to kinow about.

If any stitehes have been inserted they will be removed on the eighth
or tenth day. For this purpose the nurse should have prepared a pair
f dressing forceps. a pair of scissors, a supply of sterilized swabs, and
a basin of lysol solution, and should see that a mail brusli, soap and
lean towels for the physicians hands, are ready. If the light in the

room is not good, the nurse shoull sec lait a candle or lamp is pro-
vided, in case a good liglht may be neeessary. -Before preparing the
patient for this little operation, the nurse should inquirô as to whether
she is to be placed in the dorsal or lateral position.

About the ·end of the second week ihe nurse siould geL tie physician
to carefully examine the child throughoui, and should draw .is attention
particularly to the condition of the navel.

When the case is to be terninated by operative procedure the instru-
nients required should be wrapped in a towel, and, being eompletely
submerged in water, should be boiledi for ten minutes. They should
then, still wrapped in the towel. he Lairl on a large dinner platter, or
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other suitable dish, which has been prepared for the purpose, and thé
whole carried to the labour room and laid on the phy.ician's table<
Au extra supply of swabs should be at hand, and the nurse should sý
that a good artiflcial liglit is obtainable. During the operation the
nurse's dutie's depend entirely on the instructions of the physician.

The obstetric nurse fills a very trying position, and to be sucecssful
in this department of nursing a wonan requires special qualities of
endurance, tact and.good' iature, as she has in her care two, patients
both night and day. On the other hand, as a rule, the* relationship'
between patient and nurse in an obstetrical case is peculiarly intiinate,
and -the successful obstetrie nurse makes many warm friends and holds
an unique place in the family life.

In the home life, the obsteLric nurse sbould endeavour to adapt ier-self
as far as possible to the surroundings, and to the habits of the people
with whom she is temporarily living.

Il anything is not satisfactory to her, if she is not getting sufficient
rest, or if there is anything else that is undesirable, she should report
it to the physician and not to the patient, as it is the physician's duty
to try to adjust iatters and place them on a satisfactory basis.

'The relationship between physician and nurse should be cordiail, and
their mutual support loyal and unquestioned. The nurse'is the phy-
sician's representative and should rememnber that on him ail 'the
responsibility rests, and she should endeavour to keep him thoroughly
posted as to the condition and surroundings of his patient.

AURROWING OF THE UTERUS SUCCESSFULLY TREATED
BY OPERATION'.

INGERSOLL OLNSTEAD,
Hamilton, Ont.

The patient, Mrs. G., aged 45, was seen with Dr. R. R. Parry on 16th
July, 1907.

During the last two or three years the lady had suffered from a feeling
of discomfort in her right side, whic n was more marked after exertion.
The pain was of a dull, aching character, and was referred to the right
tupper quadrant of the abdomen, extending at times across to the left
above the navel and behind bencath the right scapula. Thiere'seemed
to be a fullness here at times. Occasionally there were pains of a
craimpy character.- She had occasional attacks of indigestion. At no
time did the pain extend down the groin line into the bladder, nor were
there any attacks of frequent micturition
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Family History.-Fáther died at- 66 of cancer. Mother died ?when
48 of heart failure. Two brothers and one. sister alive an"d healthy,
two brothers died in infancy; one sister died of brain fever,,and one
sister had'a floating-kidney removed.

Personal -HRistory-She was born in Canada, and ini her. previous life
bad never been very strong, was always compelled to be. careful of her
diet and health. ,When eighteen. 'years old had "neuralgia of the
stomach," which persisted more or less for a year. .. She married, and
when carrying ler firàt ohild liad several mild 'attacks of jPain iithe
abdomen.. The confinement wasuneventful. Eight years ago ben
pregnant the second time, shfel, striking lier right side o aboa
and fractured two ris. This confined her to her bed f nerly four
months.

Since this falli she has neyer been ell. During the last t years
she noticed- a lump in the right' side below theib hih was more
marked at some times than at others Onpressing this lump she ,had
a dull, sickening pain in the stomach. For the past t onths he
hias not been' well, but was not confined to her bed tiil the 15thofJul

She noticed the tumour very prominent ad. painful. The pains
radiated to the back beneath the right scpula She, had sickness of the
stomach, but did not vomit. The .pain was quié severe a tim
fever was not present., On the 16th Julythi e being no improvement,
Dr. Parry kindly asked me to see her..

The patient was a small, slightwoman. On examinii helabaomen
a lump was observed on the right side just below the ribs an d beneath
the outer half of. the rectus muscle.' .On deep inspirationi'the tùoir
was observed to move downwards. lit vas just beneair tie edge o the
liver. The right rectus sia'sönewhat rigid, and it was impossible to
palpate it without causing pain. The right kidney was displaced down-
ward, and the.tumour lay to the inner side of it. On attempting, to
replace the kidney some pain was felt. The pain did not extend down
into the .bladder, -nd no distress iin tihe bladder was felt during any
manipulation. When the patient took a deep inspiration the liver and
tumour were dépressed, but, owing o tic pain and muscular rigidity,
an attempt to.hold it down during expiration caused pain, and hence
was not persisted in.• The temperature was not raised, although the
pulse ,was faster than normal. The heart and lungs were normal. A
diagnosis of gall stores was made, in tire absence of .urinary symptoms.

She was removed to the City Hospital, and on the following day an
operation was performed. The abdomen was'opened through the right
rectus muscle. The tumour was found behind the peritoneum, and the
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gall bladder and stomach wrë found to be -in normal condition. The
appendix 'was also nortial. The peritoneum 'covering the tuinroùwas
divided and the tumou .foünd tobe a dilatéd pelvis of -the kidney The
othèr kidney was then paIpated'and foundan

apparently in a normal state Therightureter ws then apatedin
order to' asceitain if ihe hydronephrosis were due to an. i pacted stone,
but there appeared to be.nothing: of, the kind present.: The posterior'
parietal peritoneum iwas then .closed and also the abdominal wound.
The patient was then removed to. a darkened room' and a cystoscope
examination made. Urine was seesi- to come from the left uretral open-
ing, but none from the right uretral meatus. A large sized uretral
catheter was then passed up the right ureter, but no urine escaped. This
catheter was :left in the urete• and the cystoscope removed.

The patient' was:then 'returned to- the operating room, placed on lier
left side, with a 'medium sized sand bag under the loin. The right
kidney was then exposed and dislocated out of the woud. One.or two
large veins were found crossing the dilated pelvis. Thesé were clamped,
divided and ligated.- The pelvis was then exposed and found that the
ureter entered the pelvis about ihree-fourths of an inch abôve its lowest
point. The ureter was very much narrower where it entered the pelvis
as the tip of th catheter was felt in the ureter, :but it could not pass
through the stricturie. The dilated pelvis was more or less pyriform in
shape, with the smaller end downwards. It was impossible to determine
this before the .abdomen was opened. On elevating the lower'nipple-
like process of the: pelvis an incision was made into it' one-half inch
from the point of entrane of the ureter. Aftefrthe.urineescaped 'and
the pelvis had collapsed; the incision was carried down::througlh the
stricture into the .healthy urefer, where it came in cntat :vith1 the
cath-eter. Sutures of No. O 'chromic catgut were then" piced through
aill of the coats of the pelvis and urete. - The' sutures were so placed
as to approximate the two ends of the ncisio n andlso the cor.espond-
ing sides. The stricture was, then treated in' manin:r "similar to that
which Finney does in his gastro-diodeneestomy» A, large' opening was
then obtained. Care was taken to approximate the edges carefully. The
kidney was then allowed to drop back into its place and anchored. The
muinscles were brought. together with. doublè&strands 'of No. O chromic,
gut, and a small gauze wick placedin the lower: angle of the wound.
Care 'was takén. that the wick' did not:corme in contact w'ith the uretero-
pelvie sutures. The patient was then placed, in bed. She stood the
operation well.,

On the second day the dressing was changed. During the first few
days following the 'operation the patient passed only a small quantity
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or urine, ranging froni 15 to 20 ozs., and it contained sonie blood. The
gauze wick was removed on the third day and there was a.small quantity
of urine escaped. This diminished fron day to day, and disappeared
after the. first week. The urine became clear and, more abundant, being
40 ozs. on the fifth day, and 75 on the seventh day.

The wounds were entirely healed at the end of two iréeks. She got
up on the 21st day, and shortly afterwards returned.to her.home. Before
she left the hospital a cystoscope examination was made and urine was
seen to come freely from both ureteral openings. At the present. time
she is feeling better than she has done for some ycars. In this operation
I was most ably assisted by Dr. R. Y..Parry and John Parry.

CASE OF CUTANEO US HORN.

JOHX M. ELDER. B.A., M.D.,
Surgèon to the Montreal General Hospital.

A healthy, well-developed feniale 'chiild v;as noticed at birth to have
springing'from the buttock a cutaneous tail, very much resembling the
tail of a. pig, and' cuiled .up upon itself. It was attached slightly to
the left of the anus and somewhat posteriorly and would, therefore, he
a little to the left of the tip of the coccyx. In the skin over the gluteus
muscle in that region - there was a diffuse superficial novus-wine
mark-and the tip of this tail-like process was also somewhat novoid.
There was' evidently muscular tissue in this tail because upon straighten-
ing it out it would curl up upon itself. just as .a pig's tail would. ln
appearance, it was not unlike. in size, shape and length, that of a.large
vermiforn appendix. It was apparently composed entirely of': skin
and subcutaneous muscular tissue, but had no connexion with the coccyx
or spinal canal in any way. A rectal exanination with, the finger
showed that, it evidently had no connexion either with the anus or any
reninants of the post-anal duct.

When the infant was thre weeks old and thriving well. the tail being
kept wrapped up in cotton wool and preserved from infection as far
as possible, it was thought best to uxcise it. An elliptical incision was
made at the base and the growth removed entire; the resulting wound
was closed by two or three sutures and covered with collodion to prevent
contamination from the anal orifice. There was very little bleeding
and no difficulty whatever in doing the operation. The wound healed
iery kindly, and at present a white linear sèar is the. only trace left
of the child's "caudal appendage." The namoid condition of the skin
r.n the buttock has steadily iniproved since the operation, and has now
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(three months afterwards) almost completely disappeared, and the baby
is a picture of perfect health in every way. No other congenital
anomaly could be discovered in the child.

As the excellent article in the lnnals of Surgery for June, 1906,
on: this subject had not then been published,* the unusual con-
dition here present puzzled me very much; and upon mentioning
it to my friend and confrère, Dr. Shepherd, he said I woul-1
likely find some reference. to the condition in " Anomalies and
Curiosities in Medicine ". by Gould and Pyle. An Examination of the
book proved hini to be quite right, and on pp. 222 el seq., I foun- sim-
ilar conditions described, and I had no doubt that this was one of those
conditions known as." human horns," ":which," say the authors, "are
anomalous outgrowths from the skin, and are far more frequent than
ordinarily supposed." Nearly all the older writers cite examples. It
appears that they may occur on any part of the body, althougli more
common upon the head and lower extremities than upon the trunk.
Wilson collected reports of 90 cases, 44 females and 39 malès;- the sex.
not being mentioned in the remainder. Al authors are agreed :tbat
these horns are more often found in the female. Of the 90 cases men-
fioned. 48 were on the head, 4 on the face, 4 on the nose, 11 on the
thigh, 3 on the leg and foot. 9 on the trunk and the rest distributed
over other parts of the body. Old age is given as a predisposing Pause,
although there are rnany congenital cases upon record.

The sane authors state that, "instances of cutaneous horns, when
seen and reported by the laity, give rise to inost amusing exaggerations
and descriptions." For example, this, description, taken from the lay
press in New South Wales:. "A child, five' weeks old, was .born with
hair two inches long all over the body, .his features were flendish and
his eyes shone like beads beneath his shaggy brows; he 'had a tail 18
inches long, borns froni the skull, a full set of teeth and , claw-like
hands. He snapped like a dog and crawled on all fours, and refused
tIre natural sustenance of the normal child. The mother almost became
an imbecile after the birth of the monster. Country people about Bom-
balla considered the devil child a punishment for a rebui which the
mother gave to a Jewish pedlar for selling pictures of the crucifixtion.
Vexed by his persistence, she said. 'she would sooner have a devil in'
the house tlian his picturcs.'"

*In the Annal nf Surgryri for November, 1907, appears - report of three
cases of Cutaneous Horns by Dr. Roys, of Weihsein, China; ail were adult
rnaies, natives of China, and none appeared to have the characteristics of
the case reported above. Two of these appeared upon the head, and one
(multiple) upon the glans penis.
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In ancient times horns were symboli ,of wisdom and power. Thus
Michael Angelo in his. famous- statue.of Mosesgies him 'a pair. Tohuons
These horns are generally solitary, but many cases of multiple* forn-
ation are known. Stevens mentions a dermal horn on the buttocks as
the site of a carcinomatous cicatrix. Cruvielhier saw a Mexican Indian
who had a horn four inches long and eight inches round, growing f rom
the left 'lumbar region. It had been sawed off twice by. the patient's
son, and was finally extirpated by Faget.

The above reference give sa fair idea 6f tlie literature on this subject;
and I think the case is one of suRficient interest and rarity to make it
well worth reporting.

THE EFFECT OF AN-ASTHESIA ON THE OPSONIQ INDEX.
IBT,

A. C.- RANKIN M.D., .R.C.S. (Eng.),
Montreal.

This investigation was undertaken to determine whether the adminis-
tration of ether as an anesthetic lowcred the resistance of the body to
bacterial invasion.

The fact that in certain cases the giving of an anesthetic is followed
by an attack of pneumonia, and the common observation that the pneu-
mnococcus does not attack an individual unless his resistance has been
lowered in somne way, leads one to think that possibly such diminished
resistance in the case of pneunonia nmight be due to a lowering of the
opsonie index or resisting power of the blood.

Whatever the organism may be, for ali cases of post-anoesthetic pnèu-
monia are not due to the pneumnoeoccus, or whatever may be the predis-
posing cause of anesthetic pneumonia, it stenied of interest to measure
the opsonie power to the pneumococcus of those patientsto: whoam
anoesthetics were given. It .is still an open question what factors in
the process of immunity come into play in ordinary pneumococcal in-
fections, and it scemed quite probable that the opsonins played a'
prominent rôle therein.

To determine the resistance of the body, both before and after anes-
thesia, the opsonic index against various organisms was worked out.
The organisms used were: (1) Attenuated culture of pneumococcus,
(2) staphylococcus pyogenes aureus, (3) coli communior.

The question of phagocytosis of the pneumococcus is not simple.
Rosenow lias shown that a virulent culture of the pneumococcus is not

phagocyted by the white blond cells when treated with the serunm of the
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blood of a normal individual, nor are they phagocyted when the eserun
is taken from a patient just past the crisis'of pneumonia. An attenuated
culture of the pneumococcus, -however, is well phagocyted under these
conditions. This then goes to provo that the opsonins, or other bodies in
the sera are not able to act upon an organism in a state of virulence. I
have been able to show that the sera of a patient convalescent from
pneumonia was able to sensitize, or, in other words, prepare for phago
cytosis, pneumnococci which were cultivated from the patient himself. It
seems, therefore, that the pneumococcus after the crisis is so altered
that it readily becomes phagocyted by the patient's and normal.blood.
In other words, the pneumococcus had taken 'on the character of an
attenuated culture. This would only go to show that at, and after, the
crisis a change not only occurs in the patient's serum, but, also, in the
nature of the organism. During this investigation. the power of the
blood was estimated twice before the anesthetic was given. If these
Iwo corresponded, as they did in every case, we were certain of the nor-'
mal power of the patient's blood. The blood was again examined just
as the patient was recovering from the effects, of the anesthetic, and
again the next day, and, as in no case was there a drop in the ·index.
it was not deemed necessary to take further observations.

Twenty-two cases In all were examined; seven to B. coli communior,
seven to staphylococcus pyogenés aureus, and eight to the pneumococcus.

In working with the pnemnococcus, I found. it quite difficult to get
a satisfactory emulsion. It. required great patience to break up the
clumps which, however, was accomplished .by, the .usual method. Incù-
bation for fifteen months is sufficient and phagocytosis is good, but some-
what irregular. The number of organisms' in. one hundred polymorpho-
nuclear leucocytes .was: counted in each. ease, and frequently several
slides were examined 'so that chance of error would be less. With the
other, organisms used there was no difficulty.

The' caSes' which were examined were of various kinds. The ages
aried froni fine to sixty-two years, and various. conditions of life were

represented. The léngth of time of the' anæsthesia in' each case varied
from half an hour to two hours. It, can, therefore, be taken that the
cases examined were fairly representative' of. the usual cases in which
anesthesia is administered. " Although the opsonic index of the. various
patients varied amongst each other, it was found that in every case the
opsonic index of the.individual patient gave no variation against either
the pneumococcus, b. coli comnmunior, or staphylococcus pyogenes aureus.
After the anosthetic, even in those cases in which 'the anoesthetic 'was
poorly borne and which showed considerable ether intoxication for some
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time following, no aheration in the phagocytic po er. of blood' -vas
present.

In this series of twenty-two eases, thêrefore, the ana sthesia had no
effect, as far' as -the- opsonins are, concerned, upon he resistin poWer of
the patient to the orgranisms investigàted

It seems. therefore, that wemust attribute; the infections, particularly-
pneumnonia, followirig" anoesthesia. to sOne other cause. Thése results-
do not exelude the possibility of a lowered bacterial resistance on the
part of the serum. Such a resistance is. of course, not determined by
the opsonic index. Or it may be, too that the mechanical theory of»
congestion of the lungs plays a considerable part inthe iost operative-
pneumonias (excluding aspiration pneumonias) The fat that there
was no loss in the resistance of the serm to b. coli is of. interest, too,
in abdominal surgery. My thanks are due to Dr Oskar Klotz for
assistance and suggestions given during the work.

FIVE YEARS' COURSE.
The five year& course in the study of medicine promises to become

general in Canada. Tt became operative at McGill at the beginning
of the present session. Toronto is formally. committed to the ex-
tension this year, and Laval bas fhe matter under advisement.

When this wise measure was adopted by the two larger institutions
fears were expressed lest the smaller colleges would réceive an undue
number of students. In such an event the general average of pro--
fessional efficiency throughoit the country would be brought to the.
standard of those colleges.

Tappily these fears have proved groundless. It is announced . that,
aifter September, 1908, a five years' course will be required at Queen '
Medical Collegé with three options for the fifti year. It is also
announced froi Kingston that a post-graduate course is arranged in
public health and sanitary science, and the degree of D.Sc., will be
available for medicinal graduates for original rescarcli work. With
the three largest universities in Canada' acting in .unison upon s
important question it would seeni probable, that other coleges'must
adopt a five years'. course or remain ,content with a i-arkel inferiority.
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PSYCHIATRIC HOSPITALS FOR ONTAlRIO.
Insanity is a disease which invades all classes, and from which no 'one,

be he rich or poor, high or low, can claim exemption. It is ~à disease
that involves to the -patient himself, his family, and the community -at
large a wider range of interests than any other known disoider. Under
these circumstances,: it is a matter of congratulation that the Province
of-Ontario. has undertaken a-reform in the treatment of the insane, the
benefit of. which,, there can be no -doubt, will far more than offset the
expense.entailed.in carrying it out. The reforn referred to is the estab-
lishment of,'.a psychiatric clinic in 'conjunction with the new general
hospital at Toronto.

Though new to' America, in Europe such institutions have passed the
experimental stage. The hospitals in Berlin and Munich have proved
beyond doubf the wisdom of a policy of scientifie research work in con-
nection witli the treatment of mental diseases. Cognizant of this;, the
Ontario Government appointed a commission, consisting of the Hon. Dr.
Willoughby, Dr. Charles K. Clarke, of Toronto Asylum, and Dr. Edward
Ryan, of Rockwood Hospital, Kingston, to study the treatment of. the
insane abroad. During their tour the conmissioners visited the elief.

*centres' of population in the various, continental countries, and made a
thor6ugh study of the methods in vogue in the psychiatric hospitals at
Berlin, Tubingen, Giessen, and Munich, the last made famous through
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the work of Kroepelin. They also inspected the liospital at Zurich the
Salpetrieré at Paris, noted for its early triuinphs in psychiatry, Claybury
Asylum, where the pathological labors of Dr. Mott and his associates are
conducted, and Morningside Asylum, Edinburgh, in connection- with
which are the laboratories of Dr. Ford Robertson. • The report of the
commission, -with the findings based thereon, has just been made public,
and is well worthy, of a studious perusal, not only by those directly con-
cerned in the care of the insane, but by the medical profession at large.

Briefly statec, the recommendations contained in the report, which is
an elaborate and exhaustive one, are as follows:

lst. With regard to the chronic insane.
That there should be fcwer institutions for this class, and no exten-

sion of what is known as the «cottage system.". Instead, some of the
existing asylums should be enlarged, .as necessity arises, by the addition
diTbuildings having a capacity. of one hundred and fifty to two hund'red
beds.

The enlargeiment of the present, staff of physicians, who should he
possessed of special knowledge acquired by training in psychiatrie hos-
pitals. and an increase in the nursing staff.

The isolation of tuberculous patients.
The proper care and treatment of insane criminals. who should he

separately ioused in a building specially designed for their custody. In
Germany, this plan, it, is stated, has been attended with great success.
At Munich, criminals, whose sanity is questioned, are detained ·under
observation in the psychiatrie hospital, often for weeks, until',their' true
mental status is definitely determined. This mode of proced're has in
many instances saved the great cost of lengthy trials, and done mnuch'
to put a stop to unseemly law-court battles arising from the discredit'
able and often illegitimate use of the "insanity plea" as a barrier to
the punishmnent of crime.

2nd. In ýregard to the acute insane.
The establishment, at university centres and in connexion 'with general

hospitals, of' psychiatric hospitals, which are tile ideal insiitutionfoi
the treatment of all acute forms of insanity.

It is to the last mentioned division of their study that the comnis-
sioners, rightly, devote the major portion of their report. The function
of such hospitals is two-fold; they are lrst, for 'thc treatnient of disease,
and second, for the discovery of means of prevention or rélief of disease.
The latter may be designated as scientifie research. .The prevention of
insanity, the discovery of thé pathological bases of mental dis>rders, and
the cure of what at present are regarded as incurable forms of brain
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disease are questions of the gravest moment to the future well-being of
mankind, and only in properly equipped psychiatric hospitals, with spe-
cially trained staffs and large laboratories, is such research work possible.
Take for example the investigations now being made, both in Great
Britain and Germany, with regard to general paresis. As stated by the
commission, it is not going too far to say that as a result of such scien-
tifle study the day will come when " this dread and now incurable dis-
ease " will be just as amenable to treatinent as is dipththeria.
. Up to the present time Canada, though well abreast with the world

as regards the custodial care and the ordinary treatment of her insane,
has contributed little of a scientific character te the study of insanity.
Let us hope with the advance contemplated ny Ontario she may be
roused from lier lethargy, and that the example thus set may be,speedily
followed by this and,,the sister provinces. Is it too much to hope, also,
that, with the dawn of the new area, the Ontario Government will take
yet another step in' advance and emancipate itself from the fetters of
political thraldom,' by, the establishment of a system of promotion, to
the highest positions, among the deserving juniors now in the asylmn
service? We trust.not, because only so can there be loeked for- the sus-
tained exertion in research work which is an imperative necessity 'for
the successful solution of the many 'yet .unsolved problenis connected
with a disease the most dreaded of, alhuan afictions.

TORONTO GENERAL HOSPITAL RECONSTRUCTION.
What system of formation of clinics shall be followed in the new

Toronto General Hospital?. Shall there be one head in each depart-
mentwith al the restesubordinate, or shall there be two or three or more,
parallel servicesin,e fe large departments of medicine and 'sur-
gery? The former-is the commonly found continental method, and the
latter is the usual organisation in British hospitals.

This problem is, the most serious one at present exciting the interest
of the aculty at Toronto, and at a recent largely-attended meeting, :it,
was· fully discussed. The following paragraphs from ~ The Canadian
Practitioner and. Review indicate the ground taken.

"Nearly all the speakers'approved of the so-called British methods.
An important feature of these methods which they approved of was the
system of multiple or parallel services in medicine and surgery.'. They
insisted that these services should be separate, distinct and independent,
and the different services should work side by side. It appeared during
the discussion that some supposed that the Toronto General Hospital
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in the past had been. conducteci according -to quasi-British methods. ^t-
was pointed out, however,,very distinctly that the past and present cond·--
tions in the Toronto General Hospital were not in any sense to be coni-
pared with the conditions wvhich existed in Scotlaind or in England. Ac-
cording to the plan carried out in Edinburgh aci surgeon has charge
of thirty or forty beds in one or two wards, and controls al those bed&
having his own nurses and bouse surgeons:! This was very different
from a ward of twenty-five beds in the Toronto General Hospital, where
you would. find as many as six or eight surgeons attending the patients,
with probably 'as many bouse surgeons, ail of whom gave more oress
instruction to the nurses connected with the «ard.

"A compromise in the better sense of the terni betweèn the two sys-
tems was suggested. If there wvere three services' in stirgery, the head'

of which were doing similar work, one might be called tle senior ni
also consult with the board about the department of surgery when re-

quired."
This conclusion is probably wise, because the British system is the

nost suited to local conditions: the continental systen is prQbably essen-

ially the better, but is quite inapplicable here. The main factor in. the

continental system is discipline, and the good results depend not 'only
upon the fact that the heai of the departnent is, in the mnajority of
cases, the most experienced man in it, but also upon the fact that his

subordinates know and admit this. He has never donc any other thing.
and has, all his life, worked with a view to attaining a fixed place in 11h'

pedagogy of' medicine; ail bis juniors in the saine hospital or clinie,
have entered it after him, and have been accustoned at ail times to look

upon him as their undoubtc-d senior. T he comd from a clinic.in another

city, he assumes at once the place in the new clinie corresponding to the

one ho left. In Canada things are different: pedagogy inmedicine is

but an incident, and where, here and there, a man bas given mucli

thought and attention to teaching and clinical organisation, his fellow-

man who has been as many years in practica refuses to accord him the

superiority he deserves, and o-ur discipline does not demand obedience

of the second to the first.
Neither system is perfect: the continental probably has ·the feier

faults. But essential to it aï-e two things which are hard to find-the

overwhelming superiority of the senior, and the unquestioning obedience

cf ie juniors. With a large faculty already in existence, it is not pos-
sible to make one appointment in each department, which will be -un-

questioned; an appointment which is dissented from, cannot have the

cordial support rf the disappointed ones, and therefore had better not

be made.
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Anyone who is conversant with the continental system knows that it
is much less Perfect than it looks: they, also, have<their little bickerings
.and even their abuses, where the power vested. in oneý man, who is
human, may be wrongly exerted to the exclusion or detriment of. worthy
-subordinates. On the other hand, with the British system one may see
such inequality in the -work done by two parallel services; thaf one' i:
instinctively moyed to wish that the poorer might be put .under the,
supervision- of the head of the better' one, and the. quality of the'work
in the department thereby at once raised. With so many arguments for
and against; a theoretical decision is difficult: therefore the Faculty at
Toronto probably do well to. adjust their decision to the existing:cir

iunstances rather than to'hand out a judgment on theoretical ground

THE INCREASE OF MEDICAL FEES.
Last month we alluded to the movement undertaken at Londoin,

Ontario, for the increase of medical, fees: since that time, Ottawa,
Cobourg, and Lunénburg-Queen's medical societies have taken 'the mat-
ter up and indicated their intention of adhering to a scale of raised fees.
The lodge insuiance examination, and examinations for sick-bencfits
societies. have come. in for their share of attention, and it seems to be
universa:ly thouglit. that it is not humanly possible for a physician. to
do good work for a. society at half-a-dollar per' examination; andtlhat
the very clheap orders 'aie- very apt to get, very cheap work in return
for very cheap rates. We' notice, in this regard, that the official organ
of the Ancient Order of Foresters takes 'sensible grounds on this sub-
ject, aiming at the' raising of the scale of examination for fratenal
erders in general,. and at 'accomplishing this by raising the scale of pay
if that be judged to be the correct way to.do it.

It seems to.be pretty widely inpressed upon the profession that if
the. fees are raised it will not be premature; for years we have seen
certain skilled laborers eartning more. than many physicians who' work
harder: and Vhis' is not right. With the increased 'cost of medical
education, the result is that before very long even country practice will
react to this.

A career of great promise .has been cut short by the mitimely 'death
of Dr. A. Mactier Pirrie. The";'âon of the late Mr. Aléxander pirrie,

C.E., he was born on October 2nd, 1882. .IHe obtained his B.Sc. with
honours in anthropology at Edinbuigh University in 1904, and 'qualified
as M.B., h.B., in 1904. He obtained the Carnegie Research Fellowship
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in anthropology and was appointed anthropolôgist' to the Welcome Re-
search Laboratories at the Gordon Memorial Collége Khartoum. He
went out to the Sudan in the autumn of 1906. Undèr the direction of
Dr. Andrew Balfour, the Director of the Laboratories, Dr. Pirrie nade
his first expedition up the Nile to flie Soutliern li mits- of the Sudan and
penetrated to remote parts of the Bahr-el-Clazal. Bis second expedition
took him to the borders of Abyssinia. On both occasions lie passed
.through some of the most pestilential regions of Africa in connection
with certain anthropological and physiological -researches, appertaining
to tropical diseases, upon which the Laboratories are e<ngaged. Unfor-
tunately lie contracted tropical lever (kala-azar) and was so prostrated
as to be coinpelled to return to England, leaving Kha rtoum on June 17th
last. He rallied from the effects of the lever fronrm tiue to timne, but
was compelled to enter Chalmers' Hospital, Edinburgh, in October. His
death took place on Novenber 12th.

MONTREAL MATERNITY HOSPITAL.
The folloiving is an abstract of the sixty-third annual report of thbe

Montreal Maternity for the year ending September 30th, 1907.
The work of the Maternity during the past year lias shown an increase

of, roughly, 50 per cent. over the previous year, and the results have
been satisfactory, although the maternai death rate (1. per cent.) bas
been coniparatively high. . Eight of the nine deaths occurred in patients
sent in consultation; as autopsy. was permitted in ail cases, the respon-
sibility for the death could be placedwhere it really belonged.

The fotal nortality lias been higli, but not uiusually so. Here too,
with a few exceptions, autopsies -have shed much light on the true causes
of the fatal issue, and Dr. Ilotz, cf the Royal Victoria Hospital, lias
prepared post-mortem records in each instance. .While the number cf
infants born at term that have died in the hospita lias not been large
there is no doubt even better results could have been olitained lad more
space been available for the accommodation. of infants.

The number of admissions lias been as follows:-Remaining -over .in
the hospital, October 1st, 1906, 30. Admitted .durinig cthe year, -570.
Total, 600. This includes 26 patients remaining in the hospital October
1st, 1907.

The total number of hospital days hias been for adulits, 12,368; for
infants, 7,240, and the average number of patients per day,-adults, 34;
infants, 20. The average stay of each patient in hospital was 20.9 days.
0f the patients in the liospital before confinement the average stay was
12.9 days, while after confinement it was 15.6 days.
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0f the 574 completed cases there were,, prhnipare, :299 and multi-
par, 275. . Their status was, single, 134 married, 436; widowed, 4;
There were Protestants, -340;:Catholics, 172, and' lebrews, 62.

The private patients nrunbered 128, the public 446, the number of
private patients being double that of last year. Attention is specially
directed to the fact that the increase has been chiefly in the Protestant
and Hebrew patients, the number of Catholies remaining very much as
it was last year..

The birth places of:the 574 patients were as follows :-Canada. 259;
England, 137; Russia, 48; United. States of America, 43; Ireland, 29;
Scotland, 28; Austia, 11,.and others.in smaller numbers.

The general results were as follows:-Maternal:-Discharged in good
condition, 560, transferred: toothei hospitals,.5; renaining in hospital,.
October 1st, 26;.died (see under " Maternal Deathas"), 9..

Infantle :----Total adult admissions 600; twin pregnancies ad-
mitted post-partuim, discharged ante-partum, etc. .69. In hospit Oc-
tober 1st, 26.

. 0f 600 patients, 69. were admitied after or before confinement bf,
there were 511 birthsa froin 600 pa ients. eted. 0f thése, theie were
dead born, 30, still born, 8; died in hospital 34, a total of 72, while'
those discharged in good condition numbered 439.

0f the 34.that died in the hospital 17 were premature infan ts of poor 
vitality. . The' other deaths in -the hospital were froni the following
causes:--Homophilia, 2;, broncho-pneuinonia, :2; dongenital malfornia-
tion, 2,; syphilis, 2; abdominal homorrhage,.2; septic arthritis, 1; tuber-
eulosis, 1;, gastro-enteritis, 1 ; umbilical infection, 1; unknown, 3.

Those classed:as still births, (forn alive but impossible to resuscitate)
wvere as follows:--Under 7.1 months, 4; tight:-coil of cord, 1; monstro-
sity, 1; forceps injury, 1; unknown, 1.

Of those born dead, the following conditions were shiown :-Prolapsed
cord, 5; syphilis, 2; maternal nepiritis, 5; maternal toxSmia, 2; mater-
nal cardiac disease, 2; maternai eclampsia, 3; maternai typhoid, 1;
anencephalus, 2; hydrocephalus, '1; placenta provia, 1; internal hæmor-
rlage, 1; breech extraction, 1.;' forceps injury, 1; unknown, 3.

Classifßcation of pelves:-N1ormàl, 382; conàtracted, .65; generally
contracted, 36; generally contracted rachitic, 5; fiat' and rachitic, 5;
simple flat, 10; contracted outlet, 9; unmeasured pelves,' private patients,'
etc., 127. Total, 574.

Special attention has been paid to the careful measuring of, the pelves
of al] public patients and many interesting observations haye been made
and recorded. The nuiimber of pelves classed as contracted, accordinz to
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iLe usually accepted standard has not beeiso large, but the nuinber con-
tracteci at the outlet has hn' musuall ' and while but fiine have
shown this contraction, in a "u'rked degree very large number have
possessed this deformitv in a sufficicnt degree to seiriously. affect the
course of labor. Another'observation of interest bas .been thatthe course
of labor in two 'patients:%riti the aine pelvic contraction may vary wide-
ly, as in the one insluïce where a child of 14 gave' birth to an infant

spontaneously, while: in a womnan of 28, Cæsarean section was nece.sary
to obtain a' living c hi1d. i both cf these the pelvis va flat;', with a

diagonal conjugate of 10.2 cm.
Complications of Pregnan'y, etc.-The nuinber of abortions (25)

shows a ma-ked incre'ase over last year. This is probably due to the

fact, that we are now able to admit these cases, whereas in..the old
Maternity they could not be admitted on account of 'lack of room.
In cases of threatened abortion marked success has been obtained by
keeping the patient at rest and administering sedatives. In' two cases
of habitual abortion 'one was carried to terni by the. administration of
large quantities of potassium iodide.

2. Cardiac complications have 'been interesting and instructive; when
seen in time there was no difficulty in carrying the patient sii&èesfully
through pregnancy and labor. Heart stimulants have been given, often
in large quantities, witlout any apparent effect upon the pregnancy, and
in a number of cases the patients were confined by operative procedures
,without the use of a general ana!sthesia. .In such cases hypodermies of
morphia were usually given and the patients showed no ill effect from
the operation.

3. A most unusual and interesting case of cardiac embolism occurring
on the tenth day after accouchement forcé for placenta provia laieralis,
has' already been reported before -the Montreal Medical Society.

4. There has been a number of pregnancies after abdominal opera-
tions, the most interesting ,being two after nephrectomy. In neither of
these cases was there évidence, of renal insufficiency.

5. The treatment of eclampsia bas been more active thani heretofore,-
and, particularly where the child was viable atteipts w.ere miade to
empty the uterus as soon as compatible with the safety of the mother.
Unfortunately a number of cases were sent in from outside with the
child already dead in utero. In addition to the emptying of the uterus
great stress has been laid upon the administration of large quantities of
fluid by mouth1 and by the rectum, and in certain cases by infusion and
transfusion; bowels have usually opened freely' after large doses of mag-
nesium sulphate.' In those cases of eclampsia whei-e the kidneys were
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but slightly. affected the patient's.general condition improved in direct
proportion to the diuresis obtained. 3Even in cases with considerable
renal disturbance beneficial results were cbtained so. long as care was
taken to see that the output of urine equalled or exceeded the quantity
of fluid given.".

,6. A number of cases of chronic nephritis have been treated with
more or less success., In a number of instances these cases showed marked
improvement after delivery, but later in the puerperium, usually about
the 7th day, became markedly worse-two of them died.

7. Probably the most interesting of all the complications of pregnancy
has been tuberculosis. Five tuberculous patients have been confined and
all have done remarkàbly well; the children were placed upon artificial
feeding, and all born at term have survived.

Technique.-The technique in the hospital has been modified very
little during the past year, except that the use of rubber gloves has be-
come much more general. No operation on any of ie public patients
bas been performed without gloves being usad.

'Douches have been used even less than last year; a post-partum douche
was given in but a single instance while ante-partum douches were used
only where there was marked rigidity of the cervix. In cases of slow
involution, however, hot douches given from the 10th to the 14th day
have had a marked beneficial effect.

Induction of labor.-For the induction of labor the use of the silk
bougie has been practically abandoned and large rubber catheters (27 F.)
have been used. These are more readily sterilized, and are also cheaper;
while their insertion is perhaps slightly more difficult, there is less danger
of rupture of the membranes or perforation of the uterus. The opera-
tion was performed eighteen times and its repetition was necessary but
once, the labor invariably coming on within four to eighteen hours. The
time of onset would seem to vary directly with the amount of irritation
set up inside the uterus and the caré taken in the insertion of the bougie.

Craniotomy.-Craniotomy was performed three times, and in each in-
stance for the same condition:-Generally contracted pelvis with pro-
lapse of the umbilical cord. In, only one of these cases could the child
have been saved; this was one seen outside the hospital, and at that time
the child was alive. There was so much delay in bringing her to the
hospital that the child had perished in the interval.
. Pubitomy.-Pubiotomy was done once on account of marked narrow-
ing of the pelvic outlet, the patient having expressed a strong desire to
have a living child. As the attempt to deliver by means of forceps were
unsuccessful, version and rapici extraction were done to save the child.
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The operation was complicated by an excessive tear of the perineum,
and also one of the vagina which communicated directly with the pubie
wound. Obstruction developed at the site of the pubic wound probably
due to infection fron the rectum, at the time of delivery. In this case
the child was saved but the mother died.

In this type of pelvis, pubiotomy with version, seems an undesirable
operation, for if, as in the majority of cases, the arms are swung above
the head it is impossible to reduce them without extensive laceration of
the vagina which is practically sawn through by the sharp edge of the
pubic bone during the manipulation to free. the armi on the side of the
wound.

Cosarean Section.-Cxsarean section vas performed twice. The'first
patient had a simple flat pelvis, D.C. 9.5. with a child that she had car-
ried eleven lunar months: this opération was eminently successful both
for the mother and for the child.

The second was a private patient with chronie nephritis and such
oedema of the vulva and vagina that delivery by ordinary means was
absolutely impossible. In this instance too, the' operation of itself was
successful as the child was born alive and the mother's condition was
much improved. Unfortunately urSmic convulsions supervened and the
patient died of nepliritis on the 14th day.

Complete tears of the perineum.-Complete tears of the perineum
have occurred nine times, one of these' cases being in a private ward.
Tfhe complication was present once after pubiotoiy; twice after version
and extraction; and six times after the application of forceps. Imme-
diate suture gave excellent resulis in all but two cases, one the private
patient referred to, and the second a case' in which the sutures were
placed -badly and infection froi the rectum resulted. The routine has
been first to bring the mucosa of the rectum together with fine cat gut,
then to unite the ends of ihe torin sphincter by means of No. 2 cat gut,
and after placing deep sutures of silk worm gut to bring the skin of the
perineum together with a subcutancous catgut suture.

Episiolomy.--Mediain episiotomy lias been donc in a number of cases,
particularly where a narrow sub-pubic angle threw the head far back on
the perineuin. Delivery in these cases can oily be accomplislied with
very extensive laceration, and indeed all cases of complete tear of the
perineum were due to this condition. If, however, a straiglit cut is
made when the perineum is distended there is much less danger of in-
volving the sphincter, and the wound is easy to repair.

ITemorrhage.-IIemorrhage has not occurred as a serious complica-
tion in any of flic labors. True, a number of patients have lost a large
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quantity of blood, but this was ascertained by collecting and measuring
the amount lost, rather than by any change in the patient's condition.
In' a number of cases the- loss was 1,200 c.c., and in one instance
2,300 c.c., accompanied by no systemie disturbance, while the loss of
much smaller amounts in other cases markedly affected the patients
pulse and general condition.

Ophlthalmia.-In cases of severe ophthalmia we bave been' able, thanks
to the courtesy of the visiting ophthalmologist,. to obtain nuch more satis-
factory results than heretofore; as a careful bacteriological examination
of the secretion has shown that a number formerly suspected of being
gonorrhoeal were due to other organisms and responded readily to vary-
ing foris of treatment.

Outdoor.-1,047 visits were made from the outdoor department; 101
-women were confined; 98 of the children lived.

The usual hospital routine has been modified and made even more
simple for the conduct of these outdoor cases. When the patient is re-
gistered she is given a card which is sent to the hospital when the doctor
is needed.

Téhe patient is guaranteed attendance at confinement by' a qualified
physician and for ten. days is. visited by a nurse from the hospital.
On tle 1Oth day the doctor froim the hospital.is required to examine the
patient and to sec that she is in a fit condition to be discharged.

'At the commencement of the' service we had three cases with 'tem-
peratures reaching 102°, but since the adoption of the saie standard of
hand sterilization as in use in the hospital and the uniform use of rubbei
gloves; we have had but on, temperature above 101° in the last 80 cases
confined.

PATIotoLoscîrE PYs1OLoc1E. Ein Lehrbuchi fir Studierende und
,Erzte, von Rudolf Krehl. 5th Edition, 1907. Published by F. C
W. Vogel, Leipzig, Germany.

The present is the fifth.edition of this work which has been revised
and enlarged. The preceding editions of this volume were received with
such approbation by the profession that an English translation of the
fourth edition was made by Hewlett.

As is so frequently the case in all literature, the author's.meaning-and
teaching can bc obtained onlv by reading the original. Those familiar.
with the author and his teachings can follow him best by reading his
own words and in this book the context is particularly easy to follow.
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Krehl has endeavoured to apply the truths obtainéd at the pest
mortem table tô the clinical findings at the bedaside. The time has
come when we have accumulated so many facts from the pathological
examinations that these must now be collected together and made to
serve a purpose in active practice. In other words, the "l why and where-
fore " of each sign, symptom and disease should, if possible, be placed
upon a basis of experience and fact.

The author points out the difficulty that the pathologist bas encoun-
tered in distinguishing the normal from the abnormal processes, as each
species of animal, and even each individual, has a different normal stan-
dard. An arbitrary normal standard can, however, b established to
admit of sufficient elasticity to cover the processes occurring in healthy
races.

The first two hundred pages of this volume are devoted to a discussion
of the circulation and the blood. The minute details of the pathological
changes occurring in the muscle, valves or vessels is described at length.
One can frequently -read page after page of pure pathology and then be
brought face to face with the clinical significance of the changes de-
scribed.

The subject of the various forms of anomias and leukemias is very
well taken up, and, in the author's full description of the blocd changes,
it becomes apparent how closely the pathological must be linked to the
clinical study of the disease. A very good summary of the processes of
immunity which have been associated with Ehrlich's side chain one, and
also opsonins, are discussed.

In all, the book contains ten chapters. The remaining ones deal with
the respiratory, digestive, nervous and urinary systems, besides special
attention being given to the subject of metabolism and fever.

Throughout the whole book we have found very intercsting material,
and many facts of unusual interest are presented in a very lucid style.
I-t is a book that we could recommend in the." Grenzgebiete ". of :Patho-
logy and Medicine, and would thus find a useful place on the shelves of
hoth the practitioner and the pathologist.

PHYsIcAL CHEMISTRY IN THE SERVICE OF MEDICINE. y. Dr. .Wolf-
gang Pauli, Vienna, Translated by. Dr. Martin H. Fischer, Oak-
land, California. New York, John Wiley and Sons; London, Chap-
man and Hall, Limited.

The effect of recent advances'in the science. of physies and biological
chemistry is already beginning to be felt:in the realm of practical medi-
cine. In pharm'acology and therpeutics especially is this evident. The
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study of the action of ions and of the relation of the physico-chemical
properties of a substance 'to its therapeutic action has been. fruifful of
practical resuits. Dr. Pauli's"lectures, as translated by Dr. Fischer,, are
full of interest and not:too technical to be understood by the practising
physician.! A perusal o ithis little book- should be of benefit to the
general practitioner wbo wishes .to keep himself informed of ail that s
new in medicine.

SURGICAL APPLIED ANAToMY. By SIR IREDERICK TREvEs, Bart.
F.R.C.S. Fifth Edition.- Revised by Arthur Kith, M.D
F.R.C.S. Illustrated. Philadelphia: Lea Brothers & Co.

The reappearance of tiiis book in its fifth edition recalls the. year
1883, when 'it first. appeared. Men who are now old will remember with
pleasure their reading of it twenty-five years' ago, when Mr. Treves, .s
he then was; taught anatomy- in the London Hospital. It is- areal book
in the sense that the perisonality of the writer is -in it. . There is muh
vivid . illustration, and incident, many pointed phrases, humour even.
Treves." Applied Anatomy» .will always be -a classic, in the way that
Quain's." Anatomy ' is. The student of to-day is likely to derive from
it the pleasure' an proflt which his predecessors did.

HANDBooK or. CUTANEOUs THERAPEUTIOS, ncluding Sections on the
X-Ray, High-Frequency Current and the :Minor Surgery of the
Skin. For the use of General Practitioners. By W. A. Hardaway,
M.D., LL.D., Professor of Diseases of the Skin and Syphilis in
Washington University, St. Louis, and Joseph Grindon,. Ph.B.,
M.D., Professor of Clinical Dermatology and Syphilis in Washing-.
ton «University, St. Louis. Lea -Brothers & Co,. Philadelphia and
New York, 1907.

A book of 600 pages entirely' devoted, to the treatment of skin diseases
is a new departure in English medical literature. Descriptions of the'
various diseases are given in the briefest possible spac and the differen-.
tial diagnosis is almost entirely omitted. On' the other hand the treat
ment is fully and ably described, not alone from thé medicinal point of
view, but also in respect to what the authors caîl. the "physical and
mechanical"? treatment. The writers "while statiig .fully- the. opinions
of other dermatologists on debatable points (do not hesitate to 'express
their own convictions regarding their value, a feature which -we thinki
adds nuch to the value of the work to the.reader. ' The more:.recont
methods, opsonic, liquid .air, Bier's, X-ray radium, -etc., which have'
been found of use in a certain class of dermatoses, have been described
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in Part IL." under General Treatment and Methods with a fulness of
detail which leaves little to be desired;.

When one learns from. the'preface that a'work such as this is intended
to aid the general physician and not. the.specialist, while in no way
wishing to detract from its value as.a¯treatise on cutaneous therapeutics,
one cannot but question its 'suitability for this purpose. The great
difficulty which confronts the physician' of little experience in' derma-
tology is that of diagnosis. What. w'ill be his siate after deciding to
call a case one of eczema, for example, 'when le ;finds on turning up
the treatment that he has over one hundred prescriptions from vhich
to select?

A MANUAL OF THE PRACTICE OF MEDICINE. By A. A. STEVENS, A.M.,
M.D., Professor of Therapeuties and Clinical 'Medicine- in the
Woman's Medical College of Pennsylvania. Eigth. Edition.. Re-
vised. 12mo of 558 pages, illustrated. Philadelphia and London:
W. B. Saunders Company, 1907. Flexible Leather, $2.50 net.
Canadian agents, J. A. Carveth & Co., Ltd.

Eight times we have mentioned this book since 1892, and always with
praise. It is a concise and accurate statement of -the essential facts in
the practice of medicine. The volume contains 558 pages. It is easy
to*hold, easy to read, and is not disappointing in respect of the treat-
ment of disease.

TRANSACTIONS OF THE AMERICAN SUnGICAL AssocAiTioN, Vol. XXV.
Edited by RICHARD H. HARTE,.M.D., Recorder, for the Association,
1907. .

This volume contains 37 importan papers upon surgical subjects by
the leading surgeons in:, thc'United States. There aie 14.papers upon
Carcinoma of the Breast, ,of which Snini' deal specially with ' end
results." 'The amount of :work and tich method .of doing it indicated
in this volume is entirely creditable to Anerican surgery.

TRANSACTIONS OF TE AMERICAN 'MEDIC-PSYCHOLOGIcÂL AsSOciA-
TION, Vol. XIII. Sec
keepsie, New York.

The present' volume .contains 'the report of the proceedings 6f the
meeting held- in Boston,' June 12th-15th, 1906. It contains nearly 600
pages,.,every one of whicli is precious to those who attended the meeting.
The book is also 'valuable, to physicians who wiàh to inform themnselves
of what is being done by those who have to do with the care of the insane.
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A 'TREATISE ON DIsEAsES OF TIIE SKIN. For 'the use of advanced
Students and Practitioners. .By HENRY W. STELWAGON M.P
Ph.D., -Professor of Dermatology, Jefferson Medical 'College Philà-
delphia. Fifth Edition, Revised. ·. Octàvo 1,150 pages,.267 text-
illustrations,. and 34 full-page -coloured and half-tone plates. Phi-
ladelphia and London: W. 'B. SAUNDERS COmpANY, ,1907 cloth,

.$6.00 net; Half Mrocco, $7.50 net.

The fact that five editions of this work 'have been .called for in so
short a time is suffBcient evidence of its 'great value. It is adnîtted
now by most that Dr. Stelwagon has written' t.he best book. on Diseases
of the skin which has been produced on this sideof th.3 Atlantic. The
language is clear and uninvolved, the illustrations -are unsurpassed the
substance is practiical and comprehensive, •and the classificalion is
simple and' scientific. It is an ideal work for those engaged in .general
practice and of: great value to the specialist. This. edition has been
niuch improved by the addition of considerable new atter and the
elision of unnecessary and obsolete material."

The additions and changes have been chiefly in, the lino of tropical
diseases' but " dhobie itch,"uncinaial dermatitis ine i
frambesia, Orientai sore, et. leùkemic teruptioansa th tsiutin .are -for,. the. s tue
described. Many new illustrations are added to the text and tw. new
plates. We cn 'heartily reconnend this work toa ll ,ho desi-re t
acquire an accurate knowledge of Skin Diseases and to have the source
of that knowlédge presented in· an attractive foirm.

TuIE OPERATING iooM AND 'e IE PATIENT. T sELL S. FOw IU, R .D.,
Prof. of Surgery, Brooklyn' .PostGraduatoMedical Sohoo:' Scond
Edition, Enlarged and Révised W.B. Sauiders C6. Go; 1907,' .$2.00.

1rom the preface to this, the second edition e lea that ome
chapters, at least, are designed to meet the Ineeds o the general 'praeti-
tioner. We must confess, however, that in first lookiig over" its pages
we thouglit it far removed from the realm of the general practitioner,
and Most technically surgical.'.

The book begins with a description of what the operating room
should ·be, . its structure," arrangements, furniture, appliances and
sterilization, its nurses includino their training and' duties, in fact
something on everything connected. with 'the operating suite of a large
hospital. Many fo rmule given here 'as to the preparation of catgut
gauzes etc., are sure to prove useful.
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After the operating rooni coinesthe anesthetic roóm and finally
the jatient with his caïe before and after operation, with considerations
as to the variety and, the care of.operative.wounds. In the last pages

umerous lists. of- the. instruméiits required in various operative pro-
cedures are given at length.

The raisoai d'être is evidently to supply surgeons with a system of
operating room technique, which has been tested by practice and which
may be adopted or modiflied. It will find its chief usefulness iii aiding
recent graduates and those cpmmencing surgical praetise, who have
never had the advantage of a hôspital training, .and in giving house
surgeons an' interpretation of the many procedures with which all' larke
hospitals abound. The older surgeon inay adopt inanyuseful hiùts.
Though he will also find many details with which he.may not b uite
in accord nevertheless he will be ready to acknowledge a finis hed tech-
nique in all instances.

The chapter on anæcsthetics is 'good. only e miss m tn o h
newer local drugs, stovain, norokain, etc., also of et.hyliride ane-
thesia. Only the author's iethod of giving' èther is give

In the pages devoted to occurrences followingl operation the remarhs
on parotitis are interesting (7 cases in several'thousand.laparbtomies)-
The best chapter is that dealing with the afteir care of the patient.

The:chapters on wound dressing are sound and 'thoroughly modern
in their, 'limited use of irrigation and -antisepties. \Vhile we cannot
agree. with sucli methods as the use of -moist dressig ing skin grafting
and the useof, large intrâvenous injections of saline a' a high tem-
perature, yet we are aware that the author ill find pleûty:of support
ir. these inatters.

In short; and ïn no trifling spirit do. e say it, "for those o need
this sort 'of thing, this is the sort o f' g theyi need and ëknow
no book in whicli the detail of operating room and s rgical ward is more
thoroughly and carefully placed before the reader

The' book is well printed :and bound, of 'some 2oO"paàes.with. an
additional 50 pages devoted to the testing of instruments nedessary to
various operations. ,

R. P. C.
PROGRESSIVE, MEDICINE . dted by HOB AMOhR RRE, M.D.

assisted by, H. L .M ANDmM.D. Lea Broths C a11. M.he"rs , 'oxpanv,
Philadelphia, Dècember 1st, 1907. Sii dollars per annum.

The contributors to this Numbei are J. Dutton Steele, M.D.; John
Rose Bradford, M.D.; Joseph C. Bloodgood, M.D.; William T. Bel-
field, M.D.:; and H. R. M. Landis, M.D. -The contents 'are: ' "Diseases
of the Digestive Tract, the Liver, and Pancreas"; "Diseases of the
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Kidnceys *; "Surgery of the Extremities Fraéilures, Disiocatios,'
Tumours, Joints, Shock, Anosthesia, and Inections"; "Genito-
urinary Diseases"; and "Practical Therapeutic 1teferendum." An
index for the year completes the volume whih.contfains 336 .pages.
These subjects arc al of pressing intérest, and'they are competenfly,
dealt with. We note the reference to. Adani's. "Inflammation 'and
Introduction to the Study of Pathology," which, Dr. Bloodgood states,
"should be read by every practitioner." The same remark is applicable
to " Progressive -Medicine."

THE PANCREAs, ITS SURGER AND • PATOLOGY. By A. W. YO
. RoEsoN, 'P.Sc. (Leeds), .LC.S. (Eng.) Londoiand P. .

CAIMMiDGE, M.B., (Lond.) D.P.. (amb.), London Illustrted
Philadelphia. and .London. W B. SAUNDERS' OMPAN 1907

. J. A. CARvETR & .Co., Toronto, Ont., Agents .for Canada. "':'PriceI

. $5.00.

Few men have contributed more to our knowledge of the diseases
of the 'pancreas than the editor of the volume'. .Few imen have ta
larger experience in the surgery of the pancreas, and few men can þeak
more authoritatively on the different pathological lesions, inolving the
pancreas 'and their treatment. 'The present olume of over 500 pages
gives a brief history' of the- developinent òf our knowledge, and presbrits
to the reader, in'a clear and concise way, the present views- regarding:.
the role played by this viscus in health and disease.

The first five chapters deal witli' comparative' anatomy and em-
bryology, anatomical anomalies and surgical anatomy. These chapters
are clearly written, well illustrated; and' place before the reader 'a
knowledge of the results of laboratorywork carriéd dut by the different
workers in different countries. They gi.ve infomation"regarding the
important and complex part that the pancreas plays in the physiology
of the .body which enables 'him. to follow more' clearlv the varied
deviations from the normal described in. the. following pages. ' The
points brought out. are by no means only of classical interest. 'Many
of them have a practical bearing in the 'explanation of èlinical. phe-
nomena 'observed from time to time. -For example, the fact that in
sixty-two per cent of 'cases, the common bile dict is so surrounded by
the pancreas that it -mav be compressed from diseases of the pancreas
itself, the outflow o ' bile being prevented, and well-narked jaundice
a result.

A rare anomaly of much 'surgical interest' is 'found, in cases 'wher&
the' head of a' well-developed gland embraces as much as one-third 'of ,
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the circumference of a second part of the duodenum, and in stili rarer.
cases, where the whole circ-umference 'of the ,bowel is enclosed in a
ring-of pancreatic tissue.

It is clearly shown that .the pancréas plays a mûch more important
rele in the development of the body and 'particularly in digestion,
than has hitherto been assigned to it. In fact, the pancreas is coming
to be considered the digestive organ of the body par excellence. It
acts actively on the three great classes of foods-fats, proteids and
carbohydrates. This is eniphasized in pancreatic infantilism, where
the lack of development appears to be the result of insufficient
pancreatie seéretion for the nctabolic needs of the ,body.

Then follow chapters on histology, physiology, pathology, fat ne-
crosis, chemical patho]ogy and diabetes; all written with a fullnese of
knowledge and clearness of expression that add greatly to their interest
and value. The succeeding chapters deal with the general sympto-
matology and diagnosis, inflammatory changes and neoplaâms. The
close similarity in the symptoms of cancer and chronic p'nacreatitis in
the head of the gland is pointed out. Many cases of the latter have,
in the past, been allowed to die unoperated upon. under fthe mistaken
idea that they were suffering firom cancer, and the' importance of a
differential diagnosis is only now beginning to be appreciated. The
authors take up this subject very fully. and give in detail the tests
which they.have found useful in differentiating the one condition from
the other. To the end of each chapter is appended a list 'of the-,
more important papers and publications bearing on the subject therein
discussed. The work is one of scientifie interest and practical value.

G.E.A.
DISEASES oF CHILDREN FO NURsEs. y ROBERT S. McCoMBs, M.D.,-

Children's Hospital, Philadelphia» W. B.. Saunders &, Co. Two
dollars. 431 pages.:.

HOSPITAL TRÂINING-SCooL METHODS ÂND THE HEAD NURSE. y
CHARLOTTE: A. AIKENS, Associate Editor of the Natioal Hlos pi1
Rccord, Philadelphia. W. B Saunders & Co.

liEFERENCE HAXBOOK FOR NURSES.. By W. REYNOLDS WILSON, Phy-

sician to the Philadelphia Lying-in Charity. W. B. Saunders
. Co.,'1907.
We have chosen to group together these three books, all received in

December, from J. A. Carveth & Co., the Canadian Agents' of W. B6.
Saunders & Co., to emphasise the increasing volume of literature
wilch is becoming available for nurses. Dr. McCombs book is a con.



siderable volume of over 400 Pages, émnd'ccontains niuch -sound know-
ledge well arranged and presented. It is quite within thé' compass 6f
the intelligent nmrse The observations of Miss Aikens upon hospital

iraining-s:l ol methods e extrem·ely sensible and might well be read
by all phyaicians. 'Dr ison's Réference Handbook contains in small
compass all whichit s essential for a nurse to know.

CANADIAN Il OSPITAL ASSOCIATION.

At a méeting of the Executive of 'the Canadian Hospital Association,
.it was decided to holid the next meeting of the Association in Toronto
ir the Parliament Building, on Easter Monday and the following
Tuesday, 1908. A reception will be given by the President, Miss.
Louisa Brent in the' new Nurses' Home of the Children's Hospital.
Dr, S.. S. Goldwater, .Sûperintiindent of the. Mount Sinai Hospital,
New York, and Presiden of: the Amorican Hospital Association;
Dr. C. I. Clarke,'Sùperintendent df the Toronto Hospital for Insane;
Dr. T. Sutton, editor of fhe Nationdl Iospital Record, Detroit; Dr. W.
J.. Dobbie, Superintendent -of the Toronto Free Hospital for Con-
sumptiés, and Henry M. Hurd, Superintendent of tie Johns Hopkins

H9ospital, have promised to give papers. A number of Canadiar
superintendents have also beei invited to contribute to the programme

ROYAL VICTORIA HOSPITAL.
Montlhly report for December:-Patients admitted, 306; patients dis-

charged, 270; patients dici, 18. Medical, 99; surgical, 120; ophthal-
mological, 23;' gynocological, '38; laryngological, 26. ' Outdoor depart-
miient:-Medical, 748; surgical, 664; eye and ear, 283; wonen's diseases,,
82; nose and throat, 338; total,.2,115. Number of ambulance calls, 74.

The Nichols Hospital in 'Peterborough has received a *fIurther grant
from the estate of tle "late Charlotte Nichols whichlx gives it a total
endowment fund of two hundred thousand dollars. This sum with
the income from ,patients *and the. grant from the Govern'ment, will
make the institution self-sustaining.

The executive committe 'for Ontario of the British Medical Associa-
tion has presented to 1r. R. A. Reeve a painting of himself done by
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Robert Haris. Dr. Reeve was president at the meeting of the As
sociation in .Toronto in 1906.

The Ottawa Board of .IIealtlh has refused permission for the crection
of the hospital for tuberculosis in Rideanville. The committee in
charge of the hospital have decided not to appeal from this decision,
in deference to public opinion, and owing to the proximity of houses
to the property.

Epidemics of smallpox are reported from certain districts of Ontario,
notably Berlin and Goderich. In the latter place the churches, as well
as the schools, have been closed. The disease is of a mild type. Scar-
let fever is also very prevalent in the province, appearing, for the most
part, in an unusually mild forn.

F. D. Corbett, a merchant of Halifax, presented a cheque for ten
thousand dollars to c the committee having in charge the raising of a
fund for a children's hospital in Halifax.

Dr. Forrester, of Mimico Asylum, has- been appointed assistant
medical superintendent at London Asylum in. successiox to the late
Dr. Buchan.

A new free dispensary bas been started in. Winnipeg, its maintenance
being provided for by local physicians, fifteen in number.

A medical association for the County of Waterloo, Ontario, was or-

ganized recently. Dr. Warland, of, Galt, was elected p.·esident.

Dr. William Bayard of St. John died December 17th, 1907 at the
age of 94 years. Dr. Bayard graduated from Edinburgh University
in 1837, and for seventy years practised medicine in St. John. He was
the founder of the St. John General Public Hospital, was chairman
of the Hospital Conunission, and at various times had been chairman
of the New Brunswick Medical Society, president of the Council of
Physicians and Surgeons, was 28 years coroner, chairman of the pro-
vincial Board of lealth, and ii 1895 president of the Canadian Medical
Society. In August last, on the 70th anniversary of Dr. Bayard's
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graduation, the Faculty of Edinburgh '^University. conferred upoa hii
the honorary degree of Lb.]). in absentia, stating. in 'thelettor reoeived,
the belief that; Dr. Bayard was then the: Oldçst.' living gracluate of the
university.

Dr.- John :A. Howitt, ofleplr n. idsuddenly i asace

Dr. W.S.Mclnnes died 'in Brandon onà, --Nvember4th. after' an' opDer-.
ationfor R appniii.______ __

Dr. JW.ripofSmoOnt, died No'e'.r .25th. irnia Ot
year.__________

~Rctispc~c ot Q rreýnt ttrt

STRGERY.
U.NDFR THE CRABGS OF R..RS1OO BARLOW. iÂUCHIBÂIlD. AIýD 0U<P-B}ML.

«ýYeat and the Qidial 31ould Forins in Pwlation t D'Lzeaze> ilu1 Ma n.1
Busse in 1894 described. a Case 0f generalized yea-t nrfreetion, whîch

.ended 1eatally, ini a womann, 'where the gross lesions gTeatJy resemhked
those ofL tuberc(Mosisc. -Gikhbriit. in 1894. also &srbdabtet
Unknoýwn lesion of the skin, bPut on]'. recognized4 lite cansati-i age

-io be a speeies of yveazzt alter the publication "ri Buss7 arîîree. amd
lie publihed ir'as such iu' 1896.' At Û13-1 %e clasEd îhé infeeuing, or"-
gamsm ùu the o"lia. but late termed i-i a 'llas i0x'.-eze.: Wxai-LP_

1S2.deseribed 'a cazze of generalized ineeite and ga-i-e a olt
0i1iso meosis Mungpoides. Rixfoid and -GEIkhIs in i~de-

s-critdzw inja cases and con,.rkld4Dd ththe im>ee'z-iy n
'eetu Porozoa and gar7e the namne Cctii.dsi~îisoee

tihe. disease. OuhUels. in ti00 .crbn tw smD]a: eases fri
ee sani .Tosquià -talle., reenz~teC.n to te a m.oua r aaeast
a -- rare io zhe disease îhe aue Cozdia Gni!i2

S-ac z ~s_

aies 2C~h rr a mmi a s s - i 8:matcis in a:r e ad Ule - ari
ýFýL mok -Lh ir S D*aance arri n'a aLz
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be a loss öf tissue, forming a shallow ulcer. The lesion May heal
spontaneously, or it may heal at the one side while extending at the
other, and similar lesions may develop in other skin areas. It does
not affect tie general health of the patient and in only one case out
of the sixty or seventy reported cases has t.e condition resulted in a
generalized infection. lodides are, always. a specific .for this disease

Histologically the tissue shows hypertrophy of the epithelium,
many small dermal abscesses, that contain the organisms, and. numerous
giant cells.

In class (II) tire disease usually commences ,with a feeling of
malaise and with slig;ht fever, until at the end of the second week
abscesses make their appearance .usually at first in the superficial parts.
Moderate fever persists, new abscesses develop, and the disease ends
fatally in about a year.

Iodides are of no benefit in this form. Macroscopically, the lesions
resemble those of a rather 'acute tuberculosis, and histologically the
tissue in the lesion mav. varv- from that resembling a giant-celled sar-
coma to a mass' of the organism held in a very fine fibrous stroma.
Busse's and Curtis' cases:were similar to the above save that 'there the
history of the onset was not obtainable.

We now find tliat corresponding to the different clinical picture in
these two classes there are certain differences in the infecting organ-
isms.

In the dermatitides the organism appears in the tissues as a round
or oval body, 10 to 20 irticromillimeters in diameter. It usually' pos-
sesses a double-contoured capsule and is 'highly Ïefractile. There is
often a clear zone between the capsule and the· cell protoplasm- and
there may be a second or adventitions capsule. (brought out by treating
with one to three per cent. acetie acid) causing the organisin to show
in tissues many concentric rings. Budding forms are, often present
but mycelia are never, seen. The protoplasm is granular, often vacu-
olated and a nucleus can not.be made ont...

In cultures these organisms form:aerial hypheS which show Iateral
or terminal conidia or spore formation, and these spores m iay miltiply
by simple budding (just as do tQhe truc yeasts) or y sendin out 'a
hypha which later becones septate and formé terminal:spores as before.
It does not ferment sugars and the so-called mould-skin fornis on.,fiuid
media. These characteristics: place the organisms among -th oidia
rather than among the truc yeasts, and so the disease is now usualily
termed " Oidiomycosis."

In coccidioidal granuloma the orgnism bas a similar appearance in
the tissues save that it multiplies mainly by the formation of endo-spores
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and to a much less degree by budding. It is also larger in' size, the
diameter reaching 30 micromillimeters. In cultures it formis septate
hyphS with terminal conidia and these conidia never directly give ·rise
to hyphS but multiply by endo-sporulation alone, thus showing marked
resemblance to the yeasts. An adventitious capsule is occasionally
present. This organism is also classed among the oidia and is terméd
the " Oidium Coccidioides.". .

In Busse's, in Curtis' and in Turck's cases the organism- differed
considerably from the above. In the tissues it showed as .a double
contoured body about 8 muicromillimeters in diameter often possessing
an adventitious capsule. It reproduces by budding only. In cul-
tures it fermented sugars to alcohol and did not form mould-skin on
fluid media.- It reproducsd by budding or by the formation of 4 to
8 endogeneous spores. Short non-septate and · non-conidia-bearing
hyphS were occasionally found. These characteristics caused the or-
ganism to be considered a" true ,yeast or blastomycete and the disease
was named " Saccharomycošia Hominis."

Blanchard's organisms correspond to the above type, but Ormsby
and Millers resemble more closely those of cocci'dioidal granuloma.

-When searching for the organism all observers 'are -agreed thati the
best and surest method is by -examination of the fresh pus orof 'the
teased or sectioned tissue in 3Q per - cent., potàssium hydrate. Fat
droplets are the only confusing 'struétures. Stained specimens, whether
fresh or hardened, are by no means as satisfactory and there is great
diversity of opinion as to the most suitable stain. Busse, Curtis and
Sanfelice state tbat their forms are not recognized in tissue stained 1y
homatoxylin, by the Gram method, or by the simple aniline "dyes and
they employ comuplicated special nethods. Sternberg states that the
Gram-Weigert method is the nost suitable, although the tinge taken
by the organisms may vary from Gram-positive to Gram-negative.. The
American workers favour polychrome methylene blue and state that
carbol-thionin, or even hoematòxylin brings out the organisms well.

Yeast and the special oidia infections (apart from the Oidium Albi-
caus) are still among the rare diseases and this is especially true of the
generalized infections. Peterson and Exner found yeasts in freshly
passed urine causing it to have. a .iilky appearance. . Lundsgarde
found it in hypopyon-keratitis. Colpe and Buseke judged it to be
the cause of a very chronie endo-metritis. Tokishige in Japan showed
that a special disease among horses was eaused by a yeast. Hanse-
nann and also Turck found yeasts to be the cause of a fatal meningitis.

5
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However, Sanfelice's view that yeasts may produce benign, and nialig-
uant tumours finds at present almost no supporters. Van de, Velde
reports sexenty-seven cases of yeast infection, mainly of the female
genitalia, but among these one case of mastitis where the- suckling
baby had a severe gastro-enteritis with the same organisin'ii its stools.
Hie also thinks that a chronie gonorrhœa favours. yeast infection. He
also claims to have isolated them from the blood of some of these
patients in pure culture. C. B. K.
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HIRsHIELD. "1olycythmonia." Rrvl. Klin. Voch., .No. 41, 1907.
I.OMMEL. 1eGuts. Arcih. f. Klin. Med., Bd. 82, 1907.

In the course of the past few years mnuch bas been written upon
" Polycythomia "--the syiptom-complex characterized clinically by an
increase in the numnber of red cells, splenic enlargement and cyanosis.
Hirschfield has recently (Berl. Klin. Woch, No. 41, 1907) reviewed the
autopsy findings in five cases. All showed post-mortem an enorinous
hyperplasia of the bone-marrow, in whicli the normaloblasts and leu-
cocytes shared equally. The spleen, in spite of its great increase in
size, showed no evidence of crythropoesis. The author believes that
the white èorpuscles do not play a passive rôle, for their reproductive
centres, with the exception of the lymiph-glands, show evidences of
stimulation. In some cases pathological leucocytes occurred in the
blood stream. The primary disease- process is, however, a hyper-
production of the» erythroblastic apparatus. le suggests the nane
"Erythoemie" to distinguish these cases froii the secondary polycythæ-
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mia of cardiac congestion, high altitudes; phosphoius poisoning, etc.,
which lie designates " Erythrocytose."

Lommel, in the Deutsches Archiv frr Klinische Medizin (Bd. 92,
1907), publishes a long article on the same subject. He reporta a case
in detail and gives the results of his studies on: the gas-metlilism of
the lungs as, determined by the -Zuntz-Geppert, method. Ie found an
increase of the respiratory gas-metabolism as was shown previously by
Senator in two cases. . There was also a decided increase in the excre-
tion of urobilin depending upon the. increased erythropœesis. The
oxygen-capacity of the hoemoglobin was within. the lower limits of
normal. This case showed. elinically some "congestion-phenornena"
depending, perhaps. upon a. lesion in the pulmonary circulation. The
author believes that more cases Of "Idiopathic" polycythz-mia may
be really secondary to congestion, and- refers to his first case reported
in 1906 in which the autopsy revealed a congestion of the portal system.

C. P. IL

OMEROD, J. A. " Two cases of Disseminated -Sclerosis with Autopsy."
Brain, No. 119. Vol. 30. 1907.

These two cases are of interest from several poinits of view. Firstly,
because thev are éompleted cases. well observed clinically and examinael
post mortem. and, secondly, because thev add to the gradually increasing
number of authenticated cases demonstrating how insuifficient the usual
text-book description of the disease sill is: thev show also, thirdl,
the marked hysterical manifestation obscuring the underiying organke
disease.

Case I.-Wonan. et .54- Onset sudden. 10 nonths preións, whuie
in usual healih. wiih extensive spasms of leas with diarrha repted
on four successive days. These spasms lastied an hour or two, after
which she could flex legs normally. The spasms then disaea for
fire week~s. She then suffered fro4m eramrs in h ier leus .nat

out szraight and then drew up again. ·µ2e(ly izie r
pains in hips and legs. A short time later these eramps e p
bv fiexer snp-aani of the eg whih soon asuheà in tht n so
fleied that the knees wer-e in the s ia-moene o: ñ- legs was
imxossib!e but sensation was impaired upper ILns WEre ate>I
There was noing of m r in her p-- ·- t -

of emplgiafor ears pærovs which chama nI in tre-y4m
h 'rs- Thits nav have P'en a1noitr y h
nes!. Ou amniation, her ebral -'ns wer-e n l; sne wras

o aoo . pcessib]y on sc of i he s4- îeera ws
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normal. The optic, discs were bóth rather pale i thetemporal half;
there was no nystagmus of eyes. There was no tremor of the upper
extremities. The lower ones were. dra à ip in extre contracturés
as described. There was no objective los 1 of e.nsation in any of its
forms.

The plantar reflexes were extensor in type, and there was incontin-
ence of urine. The legs .we re dematoùs and there was a sacral bèd
sore.

Microscopical examination o br ain and cord showed dessiminated
patches of sclerosis-affecting chiefly the myelin' sh1eàthàin cord,
medulla, pons and mid-brain.

Case II.-Woman, îet. 38. Lymphangitis wi th abscess of the right
upper limb; stiffness of elbowr and fingers fol wed the application of
a splint, with parSsthesia in the fingers spreading to the riglit side of
trunk. Afterwards abscess in -ight thig iand -eakness of right lower

limb; peculiar rash on right thigh and right side of body. On ad-

nission 'to"St.' Bartholomew's, three or four yr ars after onset of illness,
she was completely bed ridden iRight %Der limb was rigid, particu-
larly the fingers, ývhere thère was pain on passive inovement; right hip
was rigid, but' less so than arim; wasting of right limbs, especially the
arm; right hemianSthesia ,shown to be hysterical in origin and a
rash of 'peculiar appearance. and distrib ,tion- -obably, an artifact.
Plantar reflexes extensor, partial 'optic atro hy.

Transferred'to Queen Square ospithalf nionsater,
there was still extreme rigidity of the right .filigeis, anesthesia had
spread ùpwards to right clavicle raÏh now :;taiohary. No further
change for the next thrée or four months, then spread of sjmptois
to the left 'side,.viz., aioesthesiao loft as well as riglit from neck down-
wards, weakness of, left limb, jumping moveéments, and disagrecable
sensations iù 'left limbs;' further slight spread' of the rash; general
debility and dep ression.

She' left Queen Square Ilospital at Christmas, 1905, and died of
abdominal <ancer in .Novembr, 1906, i.e., some five or six' years after
't.he onset. ;Examination 6f the nervous system showed the presence.of
disseminated sclerosis in'the mid-brain and cord.

Although both of these cases "are well marked examples of the disease
as shown 'at autopsy, neither shows those symptoms which are usually
described as tie typical- piéture of ·'Idvanced cases.

The symptons commion to both 'arc a "hysteroid" condition and
cramp-like :tvitchings · of ·the legs, "partial optie atrophy, and evidence
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of involvement ofô the pyramidal tract as: shown by the piesence of
Babinski's reflex. The, pa is illustrated vith a plate n diagrms
showing the sitnaion o the lesions C K.It

OBSTETRICS

UNDER TIE CHARGE 0F DES. àAMES0N, EVANS AND LITTLE.

PELVIC:DEFORMITIES.

'Under this heading there lhas' ppeared in the Anüales de, Ggnécologie
et 'dObstétriq¿ue for September and October ,:1907; a very interesting
and somewhat extensive analytical review 6f recent literattire appertain
ing to the subject..

CiESAREAN OPERATION.

The first paper is by Prof. Leopold, "Beitrag zur Sectio Cýesarea aluf
Grund von 22.9 Fallen." (.Arch. f.' Gyn. 1907, Bd. LXXX, Hft. 3.)
This is a review of 229 cases of Cesarean section perforhed at'the
Royal Frauen Klinik of Dresden. The review was undertaken..to ascer-
tain whether the new operation of lebotomy would nodify the ther

peutic procedure in any of the cases. The paper is a, nass of statistics
and does not lend itself to analysis; 200 of the cases are carefully
.studied from various standpoints.

In general, it may be said .that the conservative operation 'as per-
formed in 134 instances; while the. radical operation (Poro) ras fol-,
lowed in 66 cases. In 188 of ·the cases the -indication was pelvic con-
traction. In 12 other cases the cause was of some other nature, such-
as tumors, cicatricial contraction of the soit parts, 'rupture of the uterus,
etc.

In the cases of pelvic contraction-the indications were relative in 132
instances, and positive in 56. In the total, 200 cases th imortality w*as
7.5 per cent. of the mothers. Tn 52.9 er cent there was no fever i
the'perperal.period; 86 'infants were'born alive, il died. i iithe course
of delivery or immediately afterwards and' died within 3 weeks. Thus
88 per cent. of the infants'left the hospital alive.

In the sécond series of 29'cases 2 mothers died and one child.
Certain cases are then' related in detail and conclusions formulated

upon them by Leopold. In one of these regarding a woman'who had
perished from sepsis after CàYosarean operation, he states that, in certain
conditions, when all. hope 'of terminating labour b 4 the natural route
fails, and the patient is in hospital, hebotomy enables' one to deliver
the woman with comparative safety to both mother and child. In pri-
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vate practice if all the indications permit of it, hebotomy is an opera-
tion of preference. ·When this is not the case Leopold does noV tbink
that embryotomy on the living child is any crime.

In certain cases of intra-terinesinfection:where the infectionis go-
norrhal, the author thinks that the Pòrro operation should be that, of
choie if the pa:tient is in hospitail, but, in. privatéthe practitiener awould
be compelled to perforate;the living infant.

Leopold has been able to follow he istory of 47 infants delivered
by Cesarean section. Of these 47, 9 are still -lving after an interyal of
8 years.. Of theothehistory of 23 infant- -ut of -37
has been obtained. Of these 23, 17 are still:iiviig after a periàd of 8
years.D

3. NEUMa Die S etio Csareai n d 10inik Schanta." Arch.

f. Gyn. Bd. LXXXIX. Hft. I.

One hundred and eighty Cesarean operations are recorded in this
article of which 175 were. performed on the living and 5 upon the dead
woman, the whole series being collected f rom the observations 20 years
previous to 1905. The series was collected from the services directed
by Schauta at Innsbruck, Prague, and Vienna, and .correspond to a
total of 1,374 labours.

As a whole the operation of CSsarean section was performed in one
out of every 289 cases of labour.

The author proposes the following nomenclature based on the varied
operative technique; (1) the Cosarean operation according to Sänger;
(2) Cesarean operation, with a consecutive operation upon the adnexa
with the object of sterilization; (3) Cesarean operation with consecu-
tive:-(a) supra-vaginal amputation of the uterus after the method of
Porro. • Intra-peritoneal, retro-peritoneal, of the pedieie, and inversion
into the'vagina; (b) abdominal extirpation of the uterus; vaginal ex-
tirpation of the uterus.

In 171 of these cases the operations werc for relative indications, and
in 47, absölute. In 4 càses the operation was the result of Iumor block-
ing the pelvis. In 8 cases cicatrical contraction of. the soft parts, 7
patients were the subjects of eclampsia.; 161 patients recovered and 14
died.

The author seems to think that the question as to the bag of waters
being intact, has no influence whatever upon the recovery of the case.
In the fatal cases, at least 8 of them were attributable to* the operation.

In the first decade the mortality was 9 per cent., while in the second
decade it fell'to 2 per cent., figures which indicate the great improve-
ments which have been obtained by modern methods; 145 children
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were born living and 10 born dead, 20 were born 'asphyxiated but re-
covered.

Brief referene is made to two cases ofCosarean seion reported by
F. Volenta in the Gyn. RZundschau., 1907, Hft. 10. On one of them
the operation was performed :on account: of obstruction by myoma in
-the pelvic cavity and in other it resulted fron marked osteomalacia.
The second case died on the 'third day with -ymptoms of pulmonary
embolism.

LePage in the Bulletin Médical, 29 May, 19.07, épeaks of the "Opera-
ion Tardive." Three cases arc reported, (1) Cesarean operation upon
a primipara who had been in labour for 36 hours, the, dilatation .being
about the size of a .silver dollar. The recovery was complicated by a
phliebitis of the right leg.

(2) A woman having an oblique ovular pelvis, .in labour for some
hours whose bag of waters liad ruptured 4 hours before the operation.
was undertaken.

(3) A H para in labour for more than 48 hours iIn ihich the,
infant .was evidently suffering, as meconium had been passed in con
siderable quantity, staining the membranes and even the uterine wal.
The recovery was absolutely uneventful.

He concludes that the operation is permissible in cases that have been
in labour for some time, even after the rupture of the membranes.
Reference is made in the paper to a feív other cases of a similar nature
reported by various authors.

PUBIOTOMY.

KENNEGlsSER. . Uber subcutäne Hebotomie auf Grund von weiteren
30 Fillen and iber di Dauererfolge, der Operation." Arbeiten
aus d. kgl. :FrauenHiin 'Dresden. XII. Congress -der deutshb..
Gescllsch f.' Gyn., Berlin, 1907.

The author records in this paper a second series of 3 pelviotomies
performed in the Dresden. Klinik from December, 1905, to the end of:
March, 1907.' They represent the proportion in 2,630 confinements or
1.40 per cent.' and 13 were primripare and. 17 were multipar.

The true conjugate varied between 61 and 8 cm., 22 were the subject
of flat rachitic pelves, with general contraction. In his first series -of
cases the author, stated the indications as follows :-Pelviotomy is indi-
cated in a contracted pelvis with the true conjugate '7 to 84 cm. When,
the disproportion betiveen the pelvis and the foetus is a priori so marked
that it is positively certain that tlie infant will not be able to pass

lhrough the excavation and live. In such conditions the only concurrent
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operations are Ctesareau extremely grave, and perforation, whieb is
upon the living infant but exceptionally permissable.

In the second series, the lower limit of the conjugate for this opera-
tion is reduced to 6j em., but in these lower grades it is important to
ascertain the size of the foetus and, particúlarly the dimensions and- hard-
ness of the fotal hcad. Not one of these -30 cases died,: all the mothers
going out in good condition. In all but one case the scar of the opera-
tion was not -seen at the time of the patient's discharge. from the hos-
pital. The average time in the hospital was, 25 days. The average tini
in getting oit of bed was tbe 20th day. Every single one of the children
was born alive and was born in good condition. Fourteen patients in
cach series developed a temperature of over 38°C., making a morbidity
of 50 per cent.

The general principles of Lcopold's klinik may be stated, as follows:-
(1) The safety of the mother is of the highest importance. In conse-
quence when women with contracted pelves present theimselves in the
course of pregnancy, prematurely . induced labour is still preferred
rather than permitting the patient to go to term. (2) Witb the woman
in labour, and in certain exceptional conditions where the safety of the
mother is generally involved, perforation of the living child is onsid-
ered justifiable. (3) Leopold prefers only to undertake hebotomy;'when
dilatation is complete. (4) Hebotomy (always subcutaneousy , is per-
formed and, to terminate the labour without delay, depending on the
case, forceps or version precede extraction.

In the'51 -~children in..these 'two series of pelviotomies, 28 Mwere ex-
tracted by means of forceps and 20 by, version, 2. bein breech cases were
extracted by the feet, and one, by craniotomv.

VERSION.

LiICENSTEIN.' "Ueber die Beeinflüssung der Indication zur Wendung
und Extration durci die Hebotomine." Ibid.

In this article a study is made of 154 cases of version and extraction,
carried out between the years 1901 and 1905 in Dresden at Leopold's
Klinik. Forty-one infants were either born dead or moribund or died
shortly after birth from traumatism which gives an infantile mortality
of 62.5 per cent.. The question is how would the operation of pubiotomy
have influenced the results obtained in these cases.

A comparative study of the results ;-(1) before hebotomy and (2)
after hebotomy is ivery significant. One hundred and ten versions per-
formed before the first hebotomy resulted in 35 dead children whereas
44 versions after hebotomy resulted in but 6 fotal deaths, thus the in-
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fantile mortality was 31.2 per cent. without, and 13 per cent. with hebô-
tomy. The author considers that primipârity, 'and- the~ presence. of a
mnarked contraction ring in the uterus contra-indicate efforts at version
with or without hebotomy in deformed, pelves.

"HIe concludes that hebotomy notably reduces the indications for the
plerfornance of version or extractibn, but without compromising their
undoubted value in special cases. The essential point being the exact
appreciation of the reciprocal proportions between the pelvis and the
child, the truc conjugate not beirg per se an invariable guide to the
necessity of performing the operation. On the whole, version and ex-
traction remain for the general practitiÔner a method of operation hap
pily efficient.

PREMATURIE DELIVERY.- ,

LEPOLD & KoxiAD. Zur Berechtigungsfra der küinsctlichen Fruh-
geburt." Ibid.

This is a warin plea in fayour of premature labour and is based' uon
a total of 84 induced labours on account of contracted pelvis in the
lh'esden Klinik between July. 1900 and December 1906, in a total.of
14,094 accouchements making one induced labour in every 168 confine-i
inents. In this space of abou.t 6 years Il women were submitted sc-eibal
times to the operation of inducei labour. 'Ail the patiets were 'multi
par. Previously these womer had 212. confinements' with an infantile'
mortality of 62.5 per cent., statisties closelv rlated to those of Sarvey.,

With regard to the conditions ·required 'for the artificial preniaturé
delivery the author states these as:(1) to preserve, if tossible he
bag of waters until dilatation is complete, and when two hours aftér
the rupture of the membranes the foetal head has not become engaged
in the superior strait, one ought to, proceed to version and ext-a~tion.
(2) The upper limit of the operation is a conjugate of 8.5 cm., and the
lower limit for generally contracted pelvis 8 cm. and for the flat rach-
itie, and flat rachitie generally contracted pelvis 7.5 cin. '(3) The nost
satisfactory time to induce labour is from the 35th to the 36th week,
from the standpoint of obtaining an infant sufficiently developed to be
viable. Certain exceptions may "he made in regard to the time, in re-
lation to a particularly rapid development of a fotus.

The author gives a series of 'tables of a study of these cases from
every stan4point.

liesults:-(a) Infants.
Of the 84' obtained, 71 were living and 13 dead; of these 71. which

were born alive, 13 died before the 10th day, and 581left the clinic in
good condition, being a percentage of 69.5.
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(b) Mothers.
Puerperal apyretie 59, puerperal pyretic 24, died, 1
The chief difficulty 'about 'premature delivery is that one has to deal.

with an infant frequently feeble and ,difflcult to bring up successfully.
In carefully studying this question the author has ·been able to obtain
the records of 353 infants born alive after induced labour, and of these
infants 74 or 20.96 per cent. died during the .first year, which is about
the same percentage as that of infants born at full tern.

The general infantile mortality for the first year in Saxony'is 20 per
cent. Of 398 infants delivered as 'results of prematui-e induction of
labour, 85 died in the course of the first year, 21.3 per cent., wlich seems
to be somewhat better than the general infantile mortality rate.

As a result of their study the authors strongly support the merits of

premature induction of labour' in cause of' pelvic deforiùty, especially
in general practice, believing it to be contra indicated (1) in primi-
par, (2) in certain multiparoe in whom previous labours scem to indi-
cate it is better to wait for spontaneous labour. Their personal experi-
ence leads them to conclide:- '(a) that in general contracted pelves
with 'a lowest trueconjugate of-8 cm.; (b) in flat.rachitic pelves, and
flat rachitie generally contracted pelves with évest limnit of true con-
jugate of 7 cm. to' 7j cm.; that in. all "these premature indication of
labour in the 36th week promises to be' scessful both'for the mother
and for the 'child.

The operative technique vlich gave th best iesülts n Dresden were:
--(a) Bssi, plus' hydcrotatic 'dilators in fiatachitic pelvis; (b) and

the bougie in cases of o eneral contraction o the pelvis

PERFORATION.

)MEISSNER. "Die Perforation. des lebeûffrischen und absterbenden Kin-
des," 1892-1906. Ibid.

Between 1892-1906 perforation of the living child was performed 57
times, 112 times upon children dead or moribund, making a total of
169 perforations in 29,725 la'bours'. in the Dresden Klinik. The inter-
esting point' of this paper is the study of the question of the legitimacy
of perforating the living child. Of the 57 women who were submitted.
to this procedure, 8 had'normal pelves, and 49 had contracted 'pelves.
The contractions varied between 5.6 cm. and 7.6 cm. Thirty-six cases
were primiparoe and 21 m'ultipar. The cases are arranged iito definite
groups according .to the, causes which. led to the performance of the
operation.

In the -first group were placed malformations of the' fotus;'iii the
second group 6 'cases of eclampsia' in which 'other procédures were im-
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possible. In the third, group, three women with extreme pelvie contra2-

tion, but in whom conditions'were present which-'absolutely excluded the

Cesarean operation. The fourth, .consisted of 8 women who entered
the hospital in' a serious condition, as a result of efforts at delivery out-
ide the klinik. In the fifth group .were placed 3 cases suffering from

general diseases of a serious .nature such as tuberculosis. In the -sixth
group were 10 cases which are given in detail, the causes being varied.
In five at least of these -the operation of hebotomy would probably be
performed if the cases came under observation to-day, thoug the ule.
of the Klinik is· Erst die Mutter und dann das Kind !

. HIGH FORCE2S..

LEIswITU. "Ueber die Gange-in der Therapie des engen Beckens zur
Rettung des Kindes." Ibid.

Between January 1894 and January 1907 in a total of 27,138 labours
in Dresden Klinik, 697 applications of 'the forceps were made, being a
proportion of 2.55 per cent. . (a) In the interest of the child, 440 times,
63.13 per cent. (b) In.the interest exclusively of the mother, 99 times,
being 14.2 per cent. (c) In the interest of both, 158 times, being 22.67
per cent. Thus, the most frequent cause (or the application of the for-
ceps was the" endeavor to save the child. In the 440 applications to
save' the infaIit's life, in but 109 'of them was the pelvis normal.

These 440 casés terminated by the forceps with the object of saving
the child, resultéd in the delivery of 63 dead children, 377 surviving 'the
operation, a: total of 85.68 per cent.

In conclusion the author says that high forceps in cases of deformed
pelvis permit the delivery of the child with safety, but at the price of
considerable damage to the mother.

Thus the principle is still maintained in the Dresden llinik, that in
cases of pelvic contraction the application of forceps is not an operation'
without danger to the mother, and in general practice its indications
should be definitely defined.

Finally he considers that it is necessary, especiàlly in general practice,
to proscribe absolutely the higli forceps operation and to substitue for
it hebotoiny, an operation less grave. In certain cases whatever may be
the reason, when the physician is unable to performn hébotomy' he should
not delay to.resort to perforation of the living child.

D. J. E.
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The third regular meeting of the Societf as held Friday evening,

November Ist, 1907, Dr. Wesley Milis, President in the Chair.

GONGENITAL HEART DISEASE.:

CAMPBELL P. Howanl, M.D., exhibited a. case of congenital heart
disease in a Hebrew child, 4 years of age, in tvhich there was a history
of cyanosis at birth persisting in a moderate degree to present date.
There were also clubbing of the fingers, a rougli, somewhat musical
systolic niurmur and thrill of maximum intensity over thé, pulmonary
cartilage, and some retardation in the physical development. There was

no polycythoemia. The varions theories of cyanosis in this affection were
briefly discussed.

COMPLETE INFARCTION OF THE , RENAL CORTEX.

OSîCAÂ KLOTZ, M.D. The specimen, which I wish to bring before
the Society this evening, is tiXat of a kidney from a wonan twenty-five
years old. The case is an interesting 1one both from the clinical and
pathological aspect. The woian had been: pregnant, and was delivered
some days previous to death. There had been suppression of .urine, and
the marked symptoms during the latter stages of lier pregnancy are
referable to the kidney condition, which was found. I should like to
ask Dr.' Berwick to give a detailed. clinical history of the case. At
autopsy the extensive anasarca, ascites and hydrothorax were notable.
The pericardium, too, contained a fluid, which shortly before death had
become infected, giving an acute serofibrinous pericarditis.

The kidney showed two conditions: an old mixed nephritis,. which
showed a fair amount of glomerular fibrosis; and a recent condition of
infarction of the outer half of the cortex. This latter condition is
readily seen macroscopicallv as a yellow rim of- necrotie tissue. This
border is separated froin the rest of the cortex -by a hSmorrhagic zone.
The medulla is not involved in this necrotie process. You willnotice
that there are occasional islands of healthy: cortex ]ying within the
necrotic border. These, I take it, are areas which receive their blood
supply from the capsule. -

Microscopie examination shows that thie outer zone of the cortex 'con-
tains only the outlines of the tubules devoid of nuclei. The greater

portions are free from any infiltration, but, nevertheless, isolated areas
of inflannatory exudate are seen: Some of the small, arteries in: the
cortex contain a hyaline and granular thrombus, and it is to these that
we must refer the damage done 'in the cortex. The main vessels enter-
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ing at the hilus are free. Likowise, the vesséls in the zone between the
medulla and cortex are free from any sign of plugging. .It would séem
that only those branches of the arteries which 'ferm an arc in the middle
of the cortex are involved. This being the case, it is probable that the
agent bringing about this thrombosis is one manufactured in, situ. What
this can be, I am not able to say. We have, however, the interesting
condition in both kidneys of this patient, of complote infaretion of the
outer zone of the kidney cortex. In the literature I find similar cases,
are reported, ail of 'them in association with pregnancy. However, the,
lesion is a very unusual one, and one which requires niuch further study,
to explain the origin of the thrombosis. Infection, I think, we can
exclude, as the thrombi in the vessels were not of an inflammator
nature. It may be that ve are here dealing with nonj-inflaimînatorv
thronbosis sïmilar to those met with in the liver in eclampsia.

Gio. A. BELRIcK, M.D, The patient, a primipara, came nnder my
notice about the middle cf August. She was then about 71- months
pregnant. She gave a history of. being well until about 3 weeks pre-
vious1y; when she began to suffer froim insomnia. She was very pale
and on- boiling a specimen of the urine it was practically solid alpunin.-
I put her to. bed on August 24th and' gave free saline purgation witli
liquid diet. She did not improve and on the 29th entered the Montredl
Maternity Hospital. Here Dr. Chipman saw lier with me. There was
now trenendous odema of the vulva which in spite of treatment seeemed
to increase and on the 31st the question of immiediate delivery came up.
Cesarean section was the imethod decided upon and no (iiculty was
met with in performing the operation. She recovered fairly well from
the operation, but on the day of the operation no urine was passed at
all. She was then catheterized and the amount of urine varied from
95 ce. which was the lowest on any one day, to 465 'cc. the highest. Be-
fore operating it varied froin 150 to 300 ce. in the 24 hours. On Sep-
tember 5th, only 105 ce. were passed but without any particular com-
plaint of headache. About 11, o'clock, however, after some restlessness
she was seized with a convulsion which lasted a few ininutes and about
half an hour later anotier. 800 ce. of blood weïe'remnoved and she
regained consciousness Land scemed fairly -comfortable for a week after.
The pulse 'was veak and on several occasions there.was dyspnœa whiëh
was very mairked on the night ¯of the 1lth, a hypodermie of strychnine
gr. 1-30th and * gr. morphine wias given and' two heurs -later a hypo-
dèrmic of 1-100th gr. digitalin was'given and-she rliéd and was con-
siderably botter that day. ý Two days before death pain-was compained
of over the heart and pericarditis was found to be preseuit with beginning
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ascites. From that time she bccame weaker and. died on the 13th .of
September. During the time she was in hospital she was given frequent
hot packs some of which were effectual, others not, and every four hours
was given 300 ce. of saline solution.

The personal history of this case seemed to be normal; the first seven
months of pregnancy wcre uneventful, and it was only after this tine
that she began to have any syiptoins at al]. There was no -history of
scarlet fever or rheumatism.

W. W. CHIMAN,M.D. 1 was deeply interested in this case, espe-
cially in the matter of treatment. As you have heard, .the operation of
Ciesarean Section was performed upon this woman and she. lived after-
wards for thirteen days. At first she seemed to improve. but later thé
kidneys gradually failec. The ciild survived for four weeks, then it
too died.

When 1 first saw this case with Dr. Berwick, the vulva was swollen
as I have never seen it before, the labia majora were eaci the size of
one's fist, and the L>wer half of the vaginal mucosa was extremely ode-
matous. It was with great difficulty that the cervix uteri could be
reached by the examining finger. As all means to restore the kidney
function has failed, we agreed that clelivery of this woman was essential.
The alternative forms of delivery wVerc either the induction of labour
by means of a bougie or Csairean Section. I could see many objections
to the former procedure, and could filly realize that if a full-tern child
came down through cthe edematous vagina and vulva, there would in
all likelihood be considerable sloughing, and the consequent risk of in-
fection. Moreover, as is well recognized, a bougie is slow in action and
not infrequently fails altogether to initiate labour pains. Coesarean Sec-
tion was tiierefore decided upon. The patient was on the table under
the hoûr and recovered ivell, and lived, as we have seen, a fortnight.
My, own feeling is that the operation threw no more additional work
upon the over-loaded kidneys than the induction of labour would have
done; but it is upon this point that I seek the opinion of the mnembers
of this Society.

A. LAPTnORN SMiTH, M.D. I would like to, offer my cordial support
to Dr. Chipnian for what he did in this case, but think that he should
have waited only one hour after the urine had been .found solid, before
doing CSsarean section. I had such a case last summner; the woman
had -seven convulsions and after spending one hour in moderate efforts
to deliver with forceps, I removed lier to the Samaritan Hospital and
did Coesarean section, both mother and child being alive and in splendid
health at present.

78 '
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M. LAUTERMAN, M.D. It. seems unfortunate Âthat a case presenting
so many important points for discussion should ;be up for diagnosis at

this hour. I would like to ask if any record was kept of the examination
of the urine, the quantity of urea eliminated as well as -the microscopie
findings might have afforded valuable information. Was the question
of renal decortication considered?

One of my own cases developed this unfo.rtunate condition 15 days
after the uterus had been completely emptied; it does seem that there
should be some means at our command for dealing with such cases.

While in Berlin I had occasion to discuss the. question of renal
decortication with Professors Israel and Senator, who, while' they
thought that this measure offered some hope, were not particularly
enthusiastic about the operation.

GEo. A. BERwICK, M.D. With regard ·to the child, it could, not be
nursed and artificial feeding did not agree with it, so one of the patients
in the hospital undertook to nurse it for atime; she left hospital and
another vas fried, but the child did not thrive and died of acute intes-
tinal disturbance; thère were no symptois of any trouble with the kid.
neys. As to the urine 'it was examined microscopically and after opera-
tion; the amount:of albumin was less than before, 21 gris. to the litre
24 hours, after operation. The temperature never went above 99 1-6.,

EC'OPIC GESTATION.-A CLINICAL STUDY.

W. W. CrmAN, M.D., read the paper of the evening illustrated by
diagrams.

Dit. WiLtLLm GMINER: In discussing a paper ike this embodying so
inuch experience, one who lias also lad a large experience can only
corroborate and confirn all tiat lias been said. The paper has practically
covered the whole subject in the well-known excellent literary style which
one may always expect from this quarte-. The condition now known to
be inuch more frequent than was formerly supposed may be met with in
the experience of the practioner in almost every department of medicine,
and to be forewarned is to be forearmed.

One point on which I do not remeniber the reader of the paper to
have touched is the medico-legal aspect of the more severe type of case.
This was well illustrated by one which occurred in this city a good'many
years ago, in which I was much interested. I~had been giving .this
wonman some local treatment. for a, minor pelvie affection for a few
weeks, when she ceased to attend. iThe next thing I heard of lier was
that she had died after seven hours with intense abdominal 'symptoms.
The nearest doctor was sent for and failing to recognize the true naturie
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of the case he prescrilsed a dose of morphia, which did not relieve. He
was again sent for but refused to attend and ordercd the morphia to
bc repeated. The woman died shortly after. The doctor was accused
of poisoning her. This, of course, he denied. and demanded an autopsy.
This was at first refused, but on the doctor threatening to bring in the
coroner, it was finally granted. Dr. Finley, I believe, did the autopsy
when an enormous collection of free fluid blood was found in the peri-
toneal cavity. It had come from a minute rent in an expansion of the
isthmus of one of the tubes, no larger tihan a shelled almond. The symp-
toms of this type of case sometines resemble those of irritant poisoning.
Operation is, as a matter of course in the present position of surgery,
the only- proper treatment, and I agree with Dr. Chipman that in all
but a few exceptional cases it should be by abdominal section. One
exception 'I should make would be the case of an acute infection of the
collection ,where presumnably the blood had ceased to flow.

While as a rule we must operate, I belive there exists a type of case
of very early, tubal abortion from the fimbriated ezid of the tube, attended
>vith very slight hvemorrhage, in which the' peritoneun disposes of the
collection. It must, however, be admitted that the diagnosis of such
cases is difficult and often uncertain.

While discussion- of 'details in the performance of operation is per-
haps scarcely" in order,- 1 cannot refrain from entering a protest against
the removal of the ovary of the affected side because it is embedded in
blood clot and blood-stained,' even if it is slightly cystic. Such ovaries
are still capable of- perforning useful function. Still less can there be
any justification for the removal of the other tube and ovary because
in rare cases the woman has had a second ectopie pregnancy.

A. LArTIrosR SMITH, M.D. This paper has excited my admiration for
the reasons given by the previous speaker and especially for the frank-
ness with which Dr. Chipman has dwelt upon the difliculty of diagnosis.
There is a feeling among a great many doctors that, unless you know
the exact condition present you should not do anything. I think this'
paper of Dr. Chipman's will have a good effect, so that as soon as a
practitioner has a suspicion in his mind that ho is dealing with a case of
a tubal pregnancy lie will call in a specialist, and if the specialist is
fairly certain that this is the condition present ho .will operate at once.
The ovum has the power·to eat through the vital tissues. into the blood
vessels and cause fatal homorrhage, and is therefore to some extent a
malignant disere. .When it comes to the question of taking sucli risk
tby waiting until we are certain, it is 'far botter to operate at once and
save every case, even if occasionally we find some other, but equally
serious condition. I have made these most fortunate mistakes several
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times, and I ani glad to have made theii, because they saved lives which
would otherwise have been' lost. Several of these fortunate mistakes
revealed a perforated appendix which was .quickly removed and the
patients recoveredl. Another was a twisted ovarian cyst with a hemor-
rhage of two quarts into it in a woman who vas a nonth pregnant.
Herwe had all the symîptons of a rupiured tubal pregnancy, such as
haeiorrhage, shoc, high pulse, low temperature and sudden pain in
a woman wlio vas pregnant. fmiiediate operation. in the belief that
it was a ruptured tubal pregnancy, savei lier life. Witi regard to,
the frequency of tubal pregnancy my experience corresponds pretty ex-
actly with Dr. Chipman's for I i my fortieth case last 'month out 'of
815 abdominal sections with two deaths, my 'thirtieth andi twentyvý
eighth. Only one of mine laid a pregnaney in the uterus as well as' in
the tube and I have not met with one in the broad ligament. A curious
case I had was that of a woman who had been sterile for many 'ears
and 1 was treating her at the Montreal Dispensary for salpingitis; she
became pregnant while I was treating lier. I examinéd lier twice a wee
and was able to feel a' tubal pregnancy froni the first. She entered the
hospital and I operated by the vagina and renoved the precgnancy which
wvas unruptured and as large as a sausage. .The result was very satisfac-
tory. This was thle onlv case r have done by the 'vagina. , Dr. Chipman'
las just pointei out tlat one of the means of diagnosing is the open os.
My 38th case ias one which wvent ·on to full terni, the woman had a
furious labour and I could put two. fingers easily 'iuto the uterus, but
it was eipty and the full time baby was alive in the abdominal cavity.
It lived six hours and the woman lived cight days mafter operalion. Her
doctor believed from the third monthl that it iras a tubal pregnancy but
I waited for characteristic signis and there allowel the case to go on till
too late. adding one more to my already long list of victiis of-so-called
conservatismn.

( 7o be continued.)

AsLuL SERVICE.--The (overinment of Ontario is responding nobly

to the cry froin the niedical profession l'or reforin in the asyliu service
-especially as to appointments. The Grit heads of asylums are getting
gradually weeded out, or resigned ont, or transferred out.' By a singullar
and lappy coincidence Tory leads are coming in to tale the places of
the useless Grits. The. world moves on, and in the course of time Ou-
tario willihave the finest asylum service in the world. • Appointments
to senior positions will depend on merit alone--the ierit of being good
working Tories.-The Canadian Practitioner, December, 1907. ·
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